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Vivian & Betty 

In June of 2017, my friend Tia convinced me that underwire bras were the patriarchy and 

that restricted blood flow to our boobs caused breast cancer. The latter claim has since been 

refuted, but I was not going to take any chances when it came to my liberty or to my neuroses. 

The realization quickly set in that the wireless bras I knew about were worn by the same women 

who sported natural Tom’s deodorant; they were composed of paper-thin, flimsy strips of cloth 

through which even the warmest nipples would poke through. Shakira once sang lucky that my 

breasts are small and humble, so you don’t confuse them with mountains, but all the same, I did 

not want men to ogle or frankly, have an unavoidable confrontation with, my paltry peaks.           

It took less than 43 seconds to Google “wireless feminist bra with soft demi cups”     

before I came across the brand:  

Vivian & Betty.   

The name evoked my grandmother Rosalind, who oozed elegance, with auburn hair 

perfectly curled around her David Yurman-jeweled ears—clip-ons because she did not believe in 

piercings (i.e. an early proponent of my comfortable yet classy feminist aesthetic). My friend 

Maggie had also started a high-end antique jewelry company called Dottie & Lou as an ode to 

her grandparents, so I supposed a name like Vivian & Betty would be timelessly sophisticated.  

The V&B Kickstarter and website were impeccable. An HBO’s Westworld fembot-like 

3D video demonstration of the virtual image technology, interspersed with moving photographs 

of carefree women of various body types and ethnicities reminiscent of the commercials for 

Dove soap and Think, a brand of period underwear that ran print ads inside the New York City 

subway cars. I clicked purchase on a True Complexion skin-colored bra ($188.00 – feminist chic 

ain’t cheap) and marked my Google calendar for its arrival on Dec 1, 2017.       
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It was July 5, 2017, and living in New York City for twelve years had heightened my 

intrinsic impatience. The idea of waiting in line for brunch was inconceivable, let alone allowing 

five months for the construction of an over-priced bra. But I hoped the relative autonomy of my 

boobs and the resulting emancipation would be worth both the wait and the ludicrous price tag.   

 

Waiting was something I was experiencing a lot of in my relationship with Henry, my 

husband of three years and sole partner for seven-ish. I had met Henry a week after my 23rd 

birthday, and began my journey with Vivian & Betty about a week before my 30th, an age which 

would bring its own apex of truth that could not be so delicately tucked and contained beneath 

the surface. Henry was addicted to being a lawyer, which resulted in his sleeping two to four 

hours a night or sometimes zero. He developed sleep apnea and shaky hands, as well as incessant 

guilt for enjoying leisurely meals, holidays, grocery shopping, taking walks on the weekends, or 

generally existing in the world beyond life science patent litigation. The more successful he was 

in his work, the more relentless he became in his daily prophesies that “this time, no really!” he 

would “fuck it all up.” The operative “it” he was afraid of fucking up was work, not life – his 

own or the one we had been building together.  

I met Henry in the age before apps, on a free online trial of a dating website called How 

About We through which users suggest date ideas. Our first date was grabbing sandwiches at 

Peanut Butter & Company and seeing a jazz show at 55 Bar in the cobblestone streets of the 

West Village. Henry played saxophone in a ‘90s soul cover band with a bunch of college 

buddies, one of whom used to date my friend Elise who he also knew. He was shorter than I 

thought he’d be at 5’7, with a brown curly mop “Jewfro,” but I liked his lean build and sweet 

college boy charm. His hand grazed the small of my back at the music venue as I talked to the 
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saxophone player who I would later record on my album. I liked that Henry was impressed and 

not put off by my schmoozing.  Our second date was at a drag queen karaoke show in midtown, 

where he told me he dressed in a poncho and sombrero in honor of his Mexican great-     

grandfather Jose Friedman for Halloween. A natural musician, he had even picked up a pan flute 

and taught himself the theme to “My Heart Will Go On” from the Titantic soundtrack. I liked his 

nerdy confidence, and that neither of us would ever be considered cool. I grabbed his face and 

kissed him. Our third date involved eating burritos, watching Waiting for Guffman, and fucking. 

Eating burritos, we joked, is probably the least sexy food to consume when you’re intimate with 

someone for the first time. He was “warm like a blanket,” I teased, as he wrapped himself around 

me with the passion of a Latin lover. We went to Costa Rica together that fall, and when we got 

back I remember that winter devouring muffin and jams at Sarabeth’s and making love for hours. 

“Oh you didn’t know,” Henry’s lips tickled my side, “Sarabeth is a secret aphrodisiac.”   

I loved the way he loved my body, which I had starved and beaten for years with 

anorexia and over-exercise. He nourished my bones, expertly cooking authentic Thai recipes and 

introducing me to delicacies I had restricted previously such as wine, whiskey, and herbal 

medicine. He showed me sustainable love was not the mindfuckery of unattainable men I had 

been drawn to in the past, and the relief of not having to prove myself to him, or him to me, 

fostered an easy connection. I relaxed knowing he wanted me: to talk to, to kiss, to consume.   

 

Compatibility was never a question. We both loved Weezer’s Pinkerton, and coined a 

songbook of original compositions about our yorkie and terrier dogs in the style of old Broadway 

show tunes with titles like “You Belong Here More Than Anywhere” and “Binky Booperstein.” 

The foundation of our relationship was our friendship, which we both believed to be unshakable. 
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If his work in life science patent litigation meant proving a generic drug was composed of the 

same set of molecules as the name brand invented by his client, then our specific set of 

individual atoms and chemicals were shared, interchangeable, or complementary. We each 

developed a sixth sense, a feeling of knowing when the other entered the room, and our lives 

before us became a distant, lonely memory.   

He proposed by slipping a ring on a neon dog collar that read “Marry Me” in tacky 

rhinestone lettering, and training our dimwitted, half-blind black yorkipoodle Joan Rivers Didion 

to jump on the couch to present it to me. “Am I marrying Joan or you?” I asked, “Both,” Henry 

replied, and I kissed his pillowy lips as Joan sat atop her signature throw cushion. The feeling 

was less surprise or relief – we were now four years in and owned an apartment together –but 

more a totality of fullness, symbolically and actually, as we demolished peanut butter chocolate 

cake and Riesling next door at the upscale restaurant Gramercy Tavern. We joked about our life 

hack of going to a fancy spot just for desert and drinks. And I loved that Woody Allen factor 

about New York City: that you could walk around the corner at 11:30 PM and stuff yourself with 

any food, that you could find someone to share a meal with in this crowded, cold city.   

Our wedding was in the fall of 2014, after completing a round of pre-marital counseling 

focused mainly on his overbearing Jewish mother and my not being Jewish enough. I was not 

practicing, not Kosher, and explicitly not interested in becoming religious. She was Mommy 

Dearest, the underwire in the proverbial bra of our relationship, a source of continuous 

discomfort disguised as familial love and support. When I hung the mezuzah she gifted on the 

door, she passively jabbed, “This is to protect the Jewish home, so that means you’ll have to 

follow through.” I looked to Henry to say something, but he was silent.  
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In couples’ therapy, his family became the red herring for the greater issue: feeling like I 

lacked a companion because of Henry’s job. The discussion shifted to a pow wow about 

“teamwork” to avoid causing conflict with his family and my loneliness took a backseat. If this 

were Intervention, the drug addiction TV show we both loved, the intro montage of Henry would 

be a cliched man behind a laptop, contrasted with images of his childlike joie de vivre which I 

playfully teased bordered on cavalier.  Where was the man who once nearly broke his knee in an 

attempt to jump over a metal barricade, the fool who was forced to do community service for 

public urination? Before, I assigned his all-nighters to nerdy school boy charm, and his Type A 

qualities were ones I shared – what other couple makes an Excel spreadsheet of activities and 

backup activities for their honeymoon? Henry had always been career-focused, as I had been on 

my pop songwriting and commercial music career, which sent me traveling regularly to Los 

Angeles. We were that couple, the over-achieving Jewish east coast Barnard and UPENN alums, 

living the dream in a high-rise Union Square apartment with Joan Rivers Didion the canine, 

walking a mile to the village in the summers to try the newest restaurants. But we talked less 

now owing to his work schedule—usually just ten minutes in the morning since he often wasn’t 

home until 2AM. If he came home at a more reasonable time, we could at least count on 

watching Intervention together. It made us feel better knowing we weren’t those people, that our 

lives were not teetering on the edge.   

 

Our sex life started to suffer too, and I became an intrepid explorer searching for 

something that felt missing. We went to Babeland, a famous sex shop in New York, and 

purchased a vibrating cock ring, but it felt like one of those preying mantis massage chairs at the 

nail salon that was going to eat me alive. I went on a girls’ trip to the Hudson Valley and was 
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shocked to learn all three of the women—two of whom struck me as complete Pollyannas—had 

tried anal sex, but that wasn’t of interest to us. I wondered if my wavering attraction was typical 

long relationship “itch” feelings or because of his fluctuating weight. Or resentment that he was 

rarely around. It was difficult to feel alive at 2 AM, and I began to envy Henry’s pleasure; that he 

got to have me whenever he wanted, but for him, I had to wait up and lose sleep.  

 

I remember it clearly in 2016 when I asked Henry the same question my technology-

challenged father had asked my mother (which she very unfortunately then asked me): “How do 

I watch porn?” 

I was not a stranger to self-love, nor was it an invitation to “shake things up” as a group 

activity; I was asking Henry as a solo practitioner who had lost touch with her imagination and 

desire. The viewing started out innocently enough, but I found the men in heterosexual porn 

disgusting. In one video, perhaps for Catherine the Great horse aficionados, a man with a 

comically large “d”—as Henry and I immaturely called male genitalia—impaled a woman to 

such an extent that I feared for her life. I often looked only at the women, wondering what they 

were thinking and feeling, and if they were enjoying themselves.   

This empathy resulted in searching for “lesbian sex,” “scissoring,” and “fingering.” The 

videos were obviously recorded by and for men, and if I was going to watch women—which I 

rationalized then as a “means to an end,” an escape from gross porn men—then it would be 

through my own lens, not through the gaze of a man. A month later, sick of having watched the 

one tolerable Blue is the Warmest Color French lesbian film scene multiple times, I returned to 

Henry with intel on a feminist porn company.  Lucie Makes Porn was run by a Barcelonan 

female director who shot porn on high-quality cameras with the sheen of a classy indie film. I 
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asked him to pay for the website subscription so that our accountant would not see it on my tax 

return, and he agreed.  

“But what if there’s an Ashley Madison episode that happens where your identity is 

revealed?” I asked. Ashley Madison was an online dating site for married people that had been 

hacked and all identities revealed, including religious celebrities not in open relationships.  

“This is not a dating site. It’s porn. The embarrassing part isn’t that I’m watching it, but 

that I am paying for porn when everyone knows porn is free on the internet.” Henry laughed, 

declining to watch with me. Maybe he did not have time and was happy I was being satisfied.  

 

As I was getting more “in touch” myself, I had also been co-writing songs with a trans 

singer and a lesbian musician in Los Angeles. I once despised the west coast for all the 

stereotypical reasons—traffic, bad restaurant service, vain people—but I was now beginning to 

love the adventure a car offered, the slower pace, the artist community I now had one foot in. I 

liked the spaciousness of the city, the possibility of becoming someone else, and was starting to 

despise coming home to the small apartment I shared with Henry. We had spoken twice while I 

was away for a month, the longest trip I had taken. When I walked through the door, he did not 

look up from his laptop.  

“I’m sorry, I’m just so tired, I’m sorry,” Henry said, his eyes glazed over from two hours 

of sleep, the pair of infamous Bose headphones resting like a noose around his neck.  

“You need help,” I snapped, and shut the door to our bedroom. He was now sleeping on 

the couch, as the sleep apnea he developed from not resting resulted in cacophonous snoring. On 

the odd nights he did get a full night’s rest, his deprived body went immediately into REM and 

boomed like a bear in hibernation. I wanted to find a solution and suggested the sleep center on 
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the bottom floor of our apartment building, but Henry did not have time and had grown 

accustomed to couch life. And besides, I was now in Los Angeles half the year so he could sleep 

in the bed when I was away.  

 

The artists I worked with in Los Angeles shared experiences of knowing they were gay 

by instances of feeling “different,” or in the case of the lesbian, a questioning as to why she was 

really collecting photos of women whose hairstyles she admired, or why she was really mad 

about a girl on the playground taking her ball. The lesbians I knew growing up were my 

godparents Amy & Gina and Jo & Lynn who were in their late 50s, and whose style skewed 

stereotypically hippie butch with flannel, Birkenstocks, and sports bras. I was athletic, but also 

once grounded for buying a baby blue frilly lace thong at Rave; my childhood friend Nicole and 

I presumed this was preparation for our future deflowering. I despised bra ladies at Victoria’s 

Secret with their ancient Constitution-era rulers, but was nevertheless drawn to the gazelles in 

satin and lace, the feminine sexuality I yearned to possess. Alessandra Ambrosio was my favorite 

of the super models, and I remember hoarding my mom’s VS catalogs for “hair highlights” 

reference. I also tried tracking down blue-eyed Callie from the Disney summer camp show Bug 

Juice. “She’s so pretty, I want her to be my friend,” is what I told my family.  There weren’t a lot 

of lesbians on television in the early nineties, certainly not feminine-presenting ones. Maybe my 

body was telling my mind I was desiring a woman, but my brain forced a rewire of the message. 

I had discussed the sudden end of female friendships with previous therapists, but none 

questioned my subconscious longing to be close to a woman. In grade school, Lindsey Sherman 

hid from me on field day because I was too overbearing, and I remember admiring my best 

friend Marina Rosi’s blue eyes and blonde hair as we choreographed Spice Girls’ dances after 
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school. At Barnard College, I attached myself to a new best friend each year, and would become 

jealous and angry if they got boyfriends who took “time away from us.” A freshman-floor 

lesbian once claim her orgasms were so colorful she wished she could paint them. But I was 

never friends with any of these women or even considered sex with them. My desire would have 

been too real, at a time when I was struggling also to see myself clearly. The demons of 

depression, anxiety, and an ongoing battle with anorexia and exercise bulimia prevented the 

stereotypical girls’ school tryst, and I limited experiences that involved letting loose too much.  

Henry must have known I was watching mostly women since that was the majority of the 

subscription site for which he paid, but he never said anything about it to me. A lot of straight 

women watch lesbian porn, maybe that’s what he thought. I worried that by indulging me in 

porn, Henry had unknowingly opened an attic door in me that had been closed for years. A 

pseudo-scientist, I naturally took the Kinsey scale test on sexuality several times in this period. 

Was my porn hobby a fun fantasy or a reality I was desperately seeking and would need to 

satisfy?   

 
By the spring of 2017, a few months before my fated chat with Free Boobs Tia, Henry 

and I were driving to his parents’ house in Long Island. I despised that he gave them his time 

when he could give me none. I do not recall the conversation, only that suddenly I was yelling, “I 

am alone and neglected in our relationship,” and, “By the way, I also might like women.” What 

happened after is a blur, but I do remember repeating “What do you have to say?” a lot, and 

finally Henry replying “I don’t know what to do with that, I can’t think, I can’t think!” and more 

screaming and my attempted jump out of a moving vehicle. He pulled over, I opened the door 

and was running out of the car … were we somewhere in the Tristate on the way to his parents in 

Long Island?  
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“Come back! Stop! Stop! Let’s talk!” Henry yelled.  

“It’s too late. It’s done it’s done it’s DONE!” I ran ahead of him. I had always been faster 

than him and I resented him for not being able to keep up. I peeked behind and thought of his 

asthma and began to slow. This is not how it will end. I took a breath and wondered which state 

we were in, Connecticut? New York? New Jersey? I walked back to him, and we sat in silence 

on the car ride home.  

The sleep-starved, snoring Henry had now spent a year on the couch, and between his 

late nights at the office and our individual work travels, the distance made it easy to co-exist after 

this incident. But as soon as we settled home at the same time, “How was your day?” was as 

awkward as when my family wandered onto a nude beach and was forced to play volleyball with 

its overly friendly nudist patrons. Where do you look when you can see below?  

I dropped a less comical “d” bomb in the fall of 2017. My emotional appeals to Henry 

that we needed to fix our problems had been met with “We will.” I had waited too many years 

and resented promises of future action; I wanted him to want me again. Now. With the weight of 

the word “divorce” hanging in the air, he agreed to talk to another couples’ therapist. In October, 

we rode a subway to the Upper West Side to meet scatter-brained Miriam, an early 60s woman 

who interrupted Henry mid- sentence to comment on the unrelated subject of poor iPhone 

technology. We would continue to see her every Wednesday at 4 PM.  

“What if Henry does brunch once a month?” Miriam suggested. 

“I see my friends more than that,” I said, looking through the slates of her window, the 

view offering only a concrete alleyway barren save some trash cans. I despised his professional 

legal voice for tricking her, downplaying the extremity of his work and making me feel crazy. 
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“What do you think of that, Henry?” Miriam tipped her glasses on her nose. She looked 

like a Jewish Meryl Streep. I wondered if she grew up dancing ballet or riding horses like me, 

speculating her graceful posture was a result of practicing an imaginary string pulling upwards 

from her chest. I remember despising that her chair was wooden and firm, as it was impossible to 

keep my body from sliding and folding into the worn brown leather couch. A piece of furniture 

meant to be comfortable but was anything but.  

“We have different definitions of love,” Henry stated, “Am I supposed to feel guilty for 

my career?”  

I knew he was not asking a question to be answered. He looked at Miriam and then down 

at the cracked leather of the empty middle couch cushion between us. He rarely looked at me 

anymore when we talked at home either. 

“Are you saying I’m supposed to feel guilty for wanting you, and knowing you lose sleep 

if you see me?” I searched for his eyes, but he refused to look up from the couch. I skimmed the 

perimeter of the light brown room and set my sight on a painting of a fruit bowl above Miriam’s 

desk. I took a breath, recalling my own therapist instructing me to slow down and notice what 

happened in my body when I talked about Henry: my chest tightened, my words rattled off fast, 

afraid of not having enough time. When I talked about my desire to live in Los Angeles or 

fantasies of women, the feeling was akin to taking off a bra at the end of the day: a deep sigh of 

unrestricted relaxation, an indulgent and freeing relief of not having to rush to be anywhere else.  

We touched briefly on my desire for women, but Henry’s body stiffened. I already knew 

the only suggestion was an open marriage, but we were already so broken and squeezed for time. 

A threesome also would not fulfill my first time Sapphic fantasy, and I was too afraid to say I did 

not see him or any men in the sexual picture. I swallowed and stalled nervously, asking Miriam 
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for water. Henry’s eye caught mine in what I interpreted as tacit agreement. For the time being, 

we would discuss us, and my imagination could be contained within my laptop screen. 

The timer went off in Miriam’s room and I squeezed Henry’s hand before we headed 

toward the subway. We sometimes did impressions of Miriam’s birdlike head cocking on these 

walks to the 2 train, but this time we did not speak. At the train transfer to midtown east, Henry 

kissed my lips a little too hard before exiting onto the platform, and I held my fingers to my 

mouth the rest of the ride to Union Square. I am not sure of the purpose: if I wanted to retain us 

there, or if I was afraid of what words would escape when my hand let go of my lips.   

“Hey Joan,” Henry said later that evening as he walked through the door, his affectionate 

nickname I shared with our dog.  

“Don’t call me Joan. I can’t act anymore, I hate this!” I yelled.  

“I can’t do this now, I have to work!” Henry shrieked, before letting down his briefcase 

and stating coolly, “Let’s discuss in Miriam.”  

“You use her as a crutch to avoid talking to me which you never did anyway. Stop 

ignoring me! What else is there to even talk about at this point?” 

“You might be right,” Henry said, and walked back out the apartment door at 11 PM, 

presumably to his office where he could work in peace.  

 

Meanwhile, Vivian & Betty had also been silent, which struck me as odd since the 

custom bra was scheduled to arrive in December. Customer service said I needed to measure 

myself, and so I ordered a free measuring tape and guide which included the phrase “Welcome to 

the Bra- volution!” in the email subject line. The measuring tape arrived when I was on a solo 

vacation in the south of France, which was intended to be our romantic three-year wedding 
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anniversary that I had tacked on to a work songwriting trip. Henry opted to work, hence his 

absence. I devoured the hyper-feminist book Women Who Run With Wolves which centered on 

metaphorical deaths as ways for women to be reborn into their true selves, and rode horses with 

my ex-pat Brit hosts who spouted advice on letting go and “making a plan” as I headed to the 

fences. Is this what it felt like to be alone?  

The measuring tape sat on the kitchen table for a few weeks after my return; the “work” 

of measuring myself became an odd procrastination, but eventually I opened the envelope. There 

was a questionnaire to identify boob shape and size—"Don’t think about it too long!” Vivian & 

Betty advised—and I circled the sad image of a sloped, concave C-curve breast that turned up at 

the nipple in a 1940s fashion, even though my true shape was somewhere between the 

unnaturally plump balloon fruit and the sagging, deflated dog snout. I remember feeling proud of 

myself for popping the fit test in the mail, and excited to receive an e-mail reminding me that my 

$188 Kickstarter support early on meant I received not one, but TWO of these liberating pieces.   

During this time, Henry wrote an outline of things that made him sad, including his job in 

which he felt like an imposter, his friends who stopped inviting him places because he was never 

available, and his anxiety focusing during conversations with colleagues or potential new friends. 

I was nowhere on this list, but perhaps he was imagining his life without me. We had not decided 

on DIVORCE, but the Miriam sessions had primed us for our relationship’s impending death 

since lately questions were answered with more questions, and conflicts remained unresolved. 

We had been fighting regularly now, an activity the even-scaled Libra Henry never took the bait 

in before. He now freely told me to go fuck myself. I smiled in shock.  
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I forced Henry to take a weekend trip upstate to a haunted house with the two dogs. Our 

rescue terrier mutt Perla barked at creaks and shadows and attacked our senior yorkipoodle Joan 

over a fallen pretzel. “It’s called a kill bite,” the Woodstock emergency veterinarian said, noting 

that Perla hadn’t chomped down enough to seriously break skin. She pointed at Joan’s neck rolls 

on the X- ray and said “Chunky.” Henry asked if that was a medical term and I laughed. It was 

the first time we had laughed in awhile together, and I remember my cheeks hurt. We cleaned 

dishes the following morning and a murder of ravens – at least forty—covered every inch of the 

lawn on which the kitchen looked out. Ugly caws rattled as they loomed and circled. We joked 

that Edgar Allen Poe was beneath the ground, but silently shoved our things back in our bags.  

“I have to get back to the city.” Henry said. 

“Okay,” I replied with a twinge. He usually said home, and I always thought it was cute 

when we were away, and he called an Airbnb or hotel room “home.” Let’s go home. The phrase 

we whispered in the other’s ear at work functions or boring house parties. Home, an escape from 

shitty people, a retreat into ourselves. When did our apartment in New York become a space?  

 

I wanted help and reached out to his sister Annie, who lived a few blocks away and who 

was my usual stand-in companion on weekends and trips when Henry was unavailable. We had 

even gone to Ireland together that spring. She had just found a boyfriend, though, and ignored 

my email appeal, which revealed Henry wanted to “jump out a window” as well as the forwarded 

list of problems he had composed to discuss with a therapist when he “had time.” 

“Annie is a cunt,” I spit with classic venom one morning. It was easier to lay the blame 

on someone else than it was to talk about us.  
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“I think we should spend Thanksgiving apart,” said Henry, his eyes looking at the ground 

and the tattered beige couch where Joan and he had proposed, “I’ve got to go to work.”  

The door shut, and this time I did not chase him to the elevator. I closed my eyes and the 

words APART and WORK reverberated behind my ears, the letters moving behind my lids, in 

and out in kaleidoscopic motion. APART WORK APART WORK. APART WORK WORK 

APART APART. When I opened my eyes again, I was laying on the couch, and felt the wet 

tongues of our dogs licking the salty tears from my eyes.  

 

The Vivian & Betty order “shipped out” the day before the holiday, and Henry moved out 

of the apartment shortly after our separate returns. His silence on and then defense of his family 

had upped my verbal daggers to the point of near physical assault.  

“Are you fucking kidding?” I yelled, lunging toward his body, hunched over his laptop 

on the couch, its cushion sunken in from his many nights sleeping there. “Why can’t you ever be 

on my side, why does being on my side mean being against them? Have you learned NOTHING 

NOTHING?” 

“I can’t do this, I’m leaving,” he shrieked and ran for the door.  

Realizing I would now be labeled abuser, I frantically blocked the door with my hand 

which naturally only heightened his fear that I would hit him. He slid under my raised arm 

against the door like a limbo stick, and slammed the door. I did not chase after him. 

Annie did not offer accommodation during this time, and I wondered if he pretended to 

be a tourist as he toured hotel rooms in Union Square and Flatiron. It was strange picturing him 

sleeping elsewhere in a neighborhood we lived in together for seven years, in a city he had also 
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lived in for thirteen. Maybe he slept at the office now too. I wondered about his shoulder injury, 

if the hotel desk still gave him two key cards, if he was comfortable.  

Sitting on opposite ends of the couch at our final Miriam session, Henry’s voice was 

unrecognizable, and he looked straight ahead to her – perhaps the middle couch cushion was too 

close to my eyeline. I was a disease, an aggressor who could and had hurt him. I wanted to shake 

him, take the pain away from him and from us. I wanted to find our way back to the golden age 

neither of us quite remembered. What came out instead were more self-righteous verbal assaults, 

only this time Henry no longer stood the bullets of my aggression. When I said, “I think we’re 

over,” Henry let out a deep, exhausted breath and replied, “I think that’s right.” Henry had 

always coolly found the way out when we got lost hiking—an inevitable event which often 

triggered my anxiety and anger—but now we remained in the woods. We were “getting a d,” but 

not the funny kind.  

I called my sister the following day from a rental Zipcar sobbing. I had taken a second 

solo day trip to the Hudson Valley to ride horses and refresh myself on the “plan” post-letting go. 

Boyz II Men’s “End of the Road” played on repeat, and the word “unnatural” in the chorus (it’s 

unnatural, you belong to me) was sending me into hysterics.  

WHATHAVEIDONEWHATHAVEIDONE?! The idea of our molecules separated in 

space never to be reunited in this lifetime made me sick. She said I wasn’t making sense and 

instructed me to pull over, but instead I shut off the song and floated home where I watched 

marathon episodes of Curb Your Enthusiasm. Five episodes in, a rubber band snapped in my 

brain:  

Go to a lesbian bar.    
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I was a Barnard alum who had never kissed a girl and I can count on my hand the number 

of times I was drunk then—let alone wandered into an NYC lesbian bar in my roughly thirteen-

year residency. I had done my research many times over in my budding porn phase though and 

spoken to my personal therapist about wanting to sneak out to the famed lesbian establishment 

Cubby Hole. We decided that guilt and shame were not fulfilling placeholder emotions for my 

loneliness or a pure “first time” experience ... but now I was a free radical; an unpaired 

molecule.  

I made my first stop at Henrietta’s on Hudson, surprisingly the only other lesbian bar in 

Manhattan. The place was empty save the bartender, a slender African American woman with a 

short Afro, and a young patron with a short, buzzed haircut learning to make cocktails. I sipped 

whiskey nervously and asked the bartender about the wildest nights she had seen in her fifteen 

years working at the establishment. She obliged, and grinned dishing about love triangles, 

women hooking up on the pool table, and topless dancing on the bar at which I was sitting. 

“Maybe you should come back later,” she said, wiping a glass with a dirty rag. “6 PM 

isn’t usually the time this stuff happens ya know?”  

“No worries,” I said, letting out a forced laugh. “I’m hungry anyway. Whenever you’re 

ready, close me out and I’ll grab dinner.”  

An overpriced and over-salted cacio e pepe solo meal ensued, and I walked into Cubby 

Hole around 8:30 PM. At first, it felt like a networking event but pitched in a higher key of 

desperation; over-eager lesbians in their late 40s took me under their wing, and a professor of 

neuroscience at Columbia who said, “All I do is work!” invited me to the Sunday West Village 

farmers’ market. A few drinks in, I spotted a Latina femme hipster couple kissing at the edge of 

the bar. I walked and stalled toward them before coughing up, “I don’t know what I’m doing, 
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will you guys help me?” Before I knew it, their friends were swarming around saying “Welcome 

to the club!” and setting me up on a blind date with their friend Chloe who I learned was 

“French! Amazing in bed!”  

The following Tuesday, Chloe walked into an Upper East Side eatery in a tribal pattern 

coat and a white knitted winter hat that hung over her wavy auburn hair. A military brat, she was 

born in the countryside of France but grew up in war zone Croatia where she learned both 

Croatian and what she dubbed the “language of the enemy” German (speaking seven languages 

total), and later moved back to France to study at a prestigious university and complete 

mandatory service in the police task force. Graduate school in international policy at Kalamazoo, 

Michigan was her first experience of America, and she had spent the past eight years in NY 

working for the French government on how their companies could invest in the US market. She 

was commanding but soft all at once, and as I watched her mouth moving as she spoke, her lips 

stopping every so often to reveal a smile of perfect white teeth, I also had the image of her in a 

French paramilitary uniform jumping out of planes to save people stuck on mountains like the 

hot lesbian policewoman in Les Revenants. (This was a show Henry and I loved in which dead 

people “return” to their hometown in the French Alps as if nothing happened.)   

I was into her. 

It was raining that night, so we went back to her 4th floor walkup apartment to get 

umbrellas to walk on the East River but never left.  

“Do you like Christine and the Queens?” She asked of the French LGBT artist playing. 

 “Yes!” I replied with a little too much enthusiasm. The wait was making me stir, I hadn’t 

thought this far into the plan. Maybe I needed to make the first move? “Is it okay if I kiss you?”  

“No one has ever asked me that before, very polite” she smirked, “And yes, please.” 
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I cannot remember how I got to the couch where she was facing me, only the feeling of 

the fullness of her lips and a conscious concern to not bear too much weight on her lap. She lifted 

her shirt up revealing an elegant black lace Victoria’s Secret bra. I smiled, I had seen many bras 

like this on women in catalogs and gym locker rooms, but never in this context.  

“It’s like riding a bike, no?” said Chloe, as we were now in her bedroom undressed, and 

who had been falsely informed I had been with a man for many years and girls “before.” She felt 

natural and whispered the word “warm” a lot in a French accent that sent kinetic waves to my 

neck. The only surprising moment was learning that “scissoring” was a joke in the lesbian 

community because it requires perfect symmetry. I left feeling like I had just lost my virginity, 

and wondered if this first time experience could replace “getting it over with” with my freshman 

year ex-boyfriend in a Harlem apartment that smelled of cat piss (on his wall also hung the 

famed poster of the French girls kissing.) I got on the subway grinning as I touched my lips, my 

insides charged. How many other people on the Q train had a fantasy fulfilled that night?   

 

A few days later on December 8th an email arrived from my friends Vivian & Betty: 

“Wishes do come true your products are shipping!” By this time, I had set my plan into motion: I 

was moving to Los Angeles on the first of February. I had already planned to sublet in the spring, 

but when Henry moved out, I informed my landlord to extend the lease. On our second date, 

Chloe lay on the couch of my apartment as Gladys Knight spun on vinyl. She pulled my shirt 

above my head and said, “I love a see-through red lace bra!” (a wireless bra I tested which 

revealed my aureolas) as “Every Little Bit Hurts” began to play. I blurted I was moving to LA, 

and also that I was tired so she should go.  
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This was the start of several push and pulls with Chloe, who I would continue to label 

“the French girl” to friends as a way to proactively distance us. But the more I pushed Chloe 

away, the more defiantly she “returned,” like Les Revenants, to my apartment. The lesbian joke 

“What does a lesbian bring to a second date?: A U-Haul” ended up being true, with Chloe 

leaving various sets of clothes on top of moving boxes. I had gotten what I wished for, and now 

wanted a return to sender and an exchange for something between alone and 24/7.   

The French philosophy of time being a concept created by man had also grown old fast, 

and I resented apologizing for my “intensity” in a place like New York where the time of dinner 

reservations was not a construct. I was waiting again, and wishing I was waiting for Henry. I 

started smoking weed more to relax to her, which resulted in burning my scalp while leaning 

over to light a blunt that was too short. Chloe, who practiced natural feminine regimes like 

lettuce face masks and bath bombs, googled a coconut oil and egg yolk concoction that formed 

waxy balls on my head but at least replaced the smell of toasted hair. That Christmas, Chloe 

cooked a delicious lobster for her roommate and my friend. I e-mailed and angrily called Vivian 

& Betty several times in this period from the holidays to New Year’s: the bra had still not 

arrived, so I changed my shipping address to California.  

The final countdown in New York involved getting the flu for ten days, which I was 

relieved to contract as the suffocating feeling of bronchitis was preferable to the weight and wait 

of Chloe. When I got better, I cancelled plans last-minute rudely.   

“Well, I left my cheese grater and sweater at your apartment,” she wrote. 

“It’s not an emergency, you can get it another time, I have movers coming Monday.” 

“I’ll come during my lunch break, it’s not a big deal,” she pressed.  

“No. I’m working. Another day.”  
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“I won’t be long.” 

“I don’t know why you keep insisting. This is not a good day, you’re being psychotic.” 

“You’re a despicable person!” she wrote, and a few moments later: “A cheese grater is an 

emergency to a French person!”  

My therapist had instructed me to slow down, but time with her was too extreme, and 

there was nothing sexy about this parental role of wet blanket reality checker. Making space for 

her when I was still discovering myself as a freshly separated, lesbian imposter in her 

adolescence (I had not told her she was my first), was also too confusing. She was not wrong that 

I had been despicable. Two weeks before, she had jumped out of a cab when I yelled at her for 

taking a forty-minute smoke break with the meter running, ignoring my texts that I needed to get 

home and walk the dogs. But the next night we both walked into Cubby Hole at the same time 

and started again as if nothing happened.  

 

I shut the door to the empty apartment I had shared with Henry on February 1st and 

boarded a one-way flight to Los Angeles. I received another email that day from VB: “Your 

order for the VB True Complexion is on its way.”      

I thought back to a few days before when Henry had agreed to meet me for drinks. Tia, 

who now wore no bras, had recently separated from her boyfriend of five years and written a 

lengthy Facebook post detailing their last date and the maturity of their breakup. Henry had seen 

the post too, and repeated “No food!” as if the idea of sitting down to a meal with me after all we 

had consumed together was traumatic. Our final sendoff was technically the second time I had 

seen him in those two-ish months. I had packed his boxes since he could not be trusted with his 

work schedule to prioritize clearing our apartment. He arrived late, around 9:30 PM, as my 
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mother and I were working and I agreed to leave. Before bedtime, I told my mother about Chloe 

but the coming out was anti-climatic. Save my typically stoic mother revealing she had been with 

a woman in the 70s but would not expound beyond “it was a different time then – free love.” I 

wonder if knowing her story sooner would have helped me?  

When Henry walked into the bar with hunched shoulders, I saw he had gained a few 

pounds, and his face was wet and flushed red from crying. Maybe he looked away from me not 

because he did not want to see me, but because he did not want to be seen. I asked for him to 

look up at me several times during our meeting, but he said it was too difficult; not wanting him 

to flee, I let it go and joked that I could put a timer on the table for him to look up every five 

minutes. He looked up at my eyes to smile and we both began to cry so we went back to how it 

was before. The form of our drinks mimicked a strained job interview; I did not want to mention 

our dogs he loved, and who were our usual tension reliever, since I was taking them to LA, or 

Chloe who thought it “strange” my dogs were considered family. I decided to focus on work—a 

comfortable subject to him at least. I asked if he had seen any friends post-moving out, and on 

New Year’s he had apparently tried ecstasy with a finance friend who bragged about glamping at 

Burning Man (we both never liked him), and who was also going through a divorce. Other than 

that, he said he did not do much but work and reached for napkins to wipe his tears.  

I thought of our joke the past year that I was “not Duane Reade,” a New York City chain 

pharmacy, as he asked me for tissues for his constant colds from sleep deprivation. His illness 

had increased since making partner at the firm and fearing his looming failure of being “found 

out.” Meanwhile, I feared that Henry would end up with a heart attack like his own paralegal 

whose wake he had attended, and who had—in Twilight Zone fashion—forwarded an automated 

court correspondence email from the grave. 
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Henry sat up and said, “I need to go back to work, I’m already fucked,” and I was 

surprised to see an hour and a half had passed.  

“Do you have any final words?” I asked  

“Take care of the dogs,” he said.   

“I meant for me.”  

“Take care of yourself too,” he blurted. We hugged goodbye on the street and walked in 

opposite directions. I wondered if he was headed to a hotel, or if he had a lease by now.  

 

The Vivian & Betty bra arrived my first week in Los Angeles, where I spent half my car 

rides crying to various songs on Weezer’s Pinkerton including the prescient “Pink Triangle” (I’m 

dumb she’s a lesbian, thought I had found the one, we were good as married in my mind but 

married in my mind’s no good) I recalled Henry telling Miriam their tune “Tragic Girl,” 

reminded him of me in 2011 when my anger and depression were at peak performance. He knew 

then it was “doomed” yet naturally our 2017 therapy sessions were my first time hearing this, as 

he had pushed these thoughts below. “You’re like a European discotech playing current pop 

songs ten years later,” I snapped, rhetorically asking if what was currently happening between us 

would take seven years to sink in too. 

I waited until a day after the movers arrived with the boxes to open the one from Vivian 

& Betty and the bra fit exactly as I feared, only worse. The clasp in the front did not come 

undone, so I finagled the bra over my head and wrestled it down. Once in place, the bra pinched 

tightly at my sides like a corset, and the frozen center clasp was inches above resting flat against 

my sternum as the questionnaire sketches had also asked of my previous patriarchal bras. There 

was no wire, yet this costly piece of liberty was more uncomfortable than any bra I had ever 
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owned. I stared at the box exterior featuring a black and white photo of a 1950s woman in a 

pointy bikini top on the beach, presumably the founders’ grandmother for whom this new-age 

“comfortable” piece honored. All of that waiting and great expectations for a misfit 

undergarment encased in pretty packaging. I did music for advertising for a living, and yet I had 

fallen for this bourgeois third-wave branding.  

I thought of the week before when I had sold my diamond engagement ring to my friend 

Maggie’s father. His esteemed antique jewelry business in the Diamond District was a small, no 

frills office that required two buzzers on entry, and which had operated for twenty-five plus years 

in a generic office building that was nestled between the dark underbelly of pawn shops on 5th 

Avenue. I watched as he decapitated the stone from the setting and repeated words like “worth” 

and “value”; the band was nothing, and the stone being modern would not be that valuable 

either. My married last name was Diamond, so the words felt particularly cutting. Much like 

Vivian & Betty, my ring setting design mimicked an antique but was not actually timeless and 

was also an object I had wrestled on and resized several times the past three years.  

I shoved the VB back in the box.  

 

There’s a glitch on the return tab for the website of Vivian & Betty, which I’ve since 

learned is based in Portland, so I have spent a day or so in more angry correspondences with 

customer service asking them to email me the package return slip. I’m now alone in my new Los 

Angeles rental home. It is silent, save when I’m practicing music, as I’m delaying setting up my 

new record player because most music now makes me cry.  

Today I received this email: Thank you for your reply. Attached is your return label so 

you can return your bra back. As I mentioned before, please don't hesitate to call us at the 
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number below if you have any questions at all. We do apologize for the inconvenience. We're 

here to support you! – Emily  

I sneer reading the last phrase “support you.” At the present moment, my printer is not set 

up yet to print the return slip, so whether it’s procrastination or the California breeze unwiring 

my Type A brain, there’s no rush to send the bra back. I think I have fewer than thirty days now, 

but I’m not marking the calendar. The Vivian & Betty box sits atop the coffee table with the 

unopened vinyl record in a box below, and for once I am okay with the temporary clutter of 

silence.  
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Beverlee Jacobson 

“Can you tell me what Beverlee was like?” I am calling my mother from Los Angeles, 

where I have lived for seven months.  

“Why are you digging this up? It is very painful, Abby,” my mom states curtly. “You will 

have to ask someone else. Everyone has trauma in their family.”   

“I don’t think everyone has murder by a Hell’s Angel, mom,” I reply. I don’t remember 

why I thought of Beverlee, my mother’s first cousin and best friend, who was slain by her ex-

boyfriend in 1970. No witnesses, case closed. Nobody in my family ever talks about her, so my 

mother knows I have no one else to turn to either.   

I am already feeling alone and angry, my divorce proceedings still waiting to be finalized 

from a man I loved for eight years. He is in New York where I lived thirteen years before 

moving west to pursue my career songwriting for pop artists and to date women. I have always 

been an intrepid explorer, leading my family on hikes, and following my shyer older sister’s 

order to walk up to other kids on the beach when we were young and make friends for her. While 

it was my choice to leave my marriage and I am rolling through the change, the death of our 

relationship remains raw and I fear my unsettled feelings will give way to a spiraling out. My 

therapist says I have trouble in transition because I’m not good at “letting things lay”; I need not 

only the story, but control of the outcome. Answers. If I am flirting, I cannot let it hang on a 

word, I need to push the conversation to the edge, to know it’s on, which almost certainly 

guarantees a squeamish scurry away. My therapist also says I have abandonment issues that 

ironically cause me to enact the behavior that certifies I will be alone.  

My mom says goodbye with her perfunctory “stay safe and sound.” I pause on the word 

safe and shutter. LA was my choice. But I feel a sense of total displacement, three thousand 
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miles away from my ex, from New York City, from the life I left. Who will protect me now? I 

hang up the phone with my mom abruptly. It’s on. My brain switched into rebellious investigator 

mode, I’m determined to find out what really happened to Beverlee. If I can find out who she is, 

maybe I can find out who I am now too.  

 

Here’s what I do know: 

Beverlee and my mom were best friends growing up who became estranged freshman 

year of college. Beverlee’s mother Barbara was a single mom who lacked the bandwidth to 

invest in Beverlee, all the while putting pressure on her to excel. I know Beverlee was an artist, 

so maybe that’s why she turned to drawing, or later to drugs and the Hell’s Angels: she wanted 

to feel important and loved.  

After her daughter’s death, Barbara continued to coddle Debbie, the youngest daughter, 

which left the middle child Marlene feeling resentful since Barbara never paid for her education 

or career pursuits. Marlene also would have a mental breakdown and end up in and out of drug 

rehabilitation throughout her life for feeling like her mother never allowed her the proper space 

to grieve the loss of her sister. I know Marlene had a strained relationship with both Barbara and 

Debbie. I always think of Debbie as smiling and stable, but I have a feeling her sister’s murder 

caused trauma. Debbie was married three times, and both her daughters suffered heroin 

addictions. I remember the now deceased Barbara as a commanding presence, a towering 6’1 but 

developed a permanent hunch so as to appear more feminine. My sister says she was humorless, 

but I don’t think so. I remember her smiling at family events. Or maybe it’s that I feel a sense of 

solidarity with Barbara now, who was divorced and running her own antique business in a time 

when both were largely unheard of.  
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I prod for information online and find an archived article entitled MAN CLEARED OF 

SOMERVILLE KILLING: A 24-year old former Somerville man was acquitted yesterday of 

first-degree murder charges stemming from an October 1970 murder of a 19-year-old Somerville 

girl. A Middlesex County Superior Court jury in Cambridge deliberated three hours before 

announcing a not guilty verdict in the state’s case against George F. Hartman Jr., who was 

accused of the murder of Beverlee Jacobson of 197 Summer St. The prosecution maintained 

during the four-day trial that Hartman was present in the Jacobson girl’s apartment on the night 

of the murder and that he had a gun. Defense witnesses, however, placed Hartman in a Lowell 

apartment at the time of the murder.  

The clip ends here, and there is no accompanying photograph. My mother doesn’t have 

any pictures of her murdered cousin Beverlee Jacobson either. Or is it Lee? When I call my mom 

back to apologize for hanging up, she says that the journalist is confused, that her cousin changed 

her name to Lee in high school and not to the compound spelling “Beverlee” other people’s 

memories formed. The paper says she was murdered at 20, and my mother and other periodicals 

say 19 so I am concerned whose accounting of the facts is correct. Aren’t a name and age basic 

identifying information? If they can’t get this right, I wonder what else is wrong.  

My mom also recites one of Beverlee’s grade school poems: 

Flowers are pretty 

Especially in spring 

When they open their eyes 

And see everything 

“Or is it ‘to’ see everything?”, my mother asks. I never knew Beverlee of course, so the question 

lingers in the air unanswered, along with so many others. I want to know how this girl who once 
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wrote delicate poems ended up dating a member of the Hell’s Angels. What drew her to him? 

Why did he kill her? And what was she thinking before she died?      

 

My mother, who lives in western Massachusetts, and said she “does not want to talk 

about it,” follows with a series of nonstop texts about Beverlee. “I remember another article that 

said she was wearing a jacket with the rival ‘colors’ of the motorcycle gang, I think it was a 

slogan or logo. Thought it was Boston Globe because we got two newspapers, the Globe and 

Lynn Item but don’t think it was in Lynn paper because only local news and Somerville too far.” 

I get excited, thinking of my mother’s Nancy Drew collection, and our shared obsession 

watching The Jinx about Robert Durst’s murdered wife. How odd that when we watched 

together, we never once spoke of our own family trauma. Were we thinking it?   

My mom’s affect has always been a mix of empathy and stoicism, and she even self-

describes her veterinary work as “part puppies, part grim reaper.” Her ethos is life is for 

celebrating not for suffering, and that death should be dealt with in a kind, swift, and pragmatic 

manner. Nothing about Beverlee’s death was righteous, though: it was messy, cruel, and 

unresolved. While my mother never veiled the death of her cousin, when I asked “Why won’t 

you tell me?” she would shut me down with her classic “Why? … X, Y, Z” zinger. Once she 

added that I was “too young,” but in the same breath relayed a story of being twelve or thirteen 

and going to the local Gloucester beach with only a bathing suit bottom (ergo exposing her bare 

breasts). “So embarrassing! I don’t know why aunt Barbara couldn’t drive to my house to get a 

suit, or at least lend me a training bra!” Why she felt this story of her partial beach nudity was 

more age-appropriate is unclear, but perhaps her commentary on Beverlee’s mom was some 

hidden message: to make me aware of my pubescent female body, or to comment on the strict, 
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single mothering style of Barbara. Another memory: Barbara opened a closet to show my mom a 

poodle skirt she purchased for Beverlee that she never wore.  “I beat her up,” Barbara had 

laughed to my mom who stood in shock at this story.  

My mom and Beverlee were the same age and best friends, and my mom regarded her 

and her other two cousins, Marlene—the middle child, two years younger—and Debbie—four 

years younger than Beverlee—like sisters. Beverlee was what my mom describes as a “good girl 

… not wild like my neighbor Clare!” but who would “dabble, you know, test things out.” My 

mom’s mother Lillian was a homemaker who told my mother she would be “ruined” if she had 

sex before marriage. My mom remembers that when she and Beverlee were camp counselors 

together Beverlee was an “everything but” girl. The easy reputation was something that scared 

my mother, but Beverlee’s rebellious nature enticed too.  “We probably smoked cigarettes 

together, but I don’t remember. I mainly just remember their house, a beautiful Victorian. She 

shared a room with grandma Gertrude who fancied herself an artist and Beverlee painted with 

her. The painting I saw after she died was not very good and weirdly phallic, a tall building that 

looked like an erect penis. I hated sleeping over there because they both snored.”   

I laugh at the idea of her phallic art, and hope Beverlee knows I’m laughing with her and 

not at her. I want to believe her soul has kept growing older in the grave, and that by now she can 

look back at her young, eager self and poke a little fun. Are we allowed to poke fun at a dead 

teenager?   

 

Henry snored. A rumbling, thunderous sound that I resented as deeply selfish. Thirteen 

years in New York City had accustomed my ears to construction drilling, a steady cafeteria-like 

white noise that I could easily block out and had become almost soothing. His work addiction 
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was anything but comfortable, for him or for our marriage. His ever-growing legal case load 

meant we barely saw each other, and he slept on average two to four hours a night. His sleep-

deprived body had trained itself to fall into REM the moment his head hit the pillow. Ear plugs 

were no match for the cacophonous noise, as unpredictable as fireworks, and he claimed to have 

“no time” to go to the Sleep Center business conveniently located at the bottom floor of our 

apartment building.  

“Stop snoring,” I would cry, sometimes hitting him with a pillow if he did not wake up. 

“I’m sick of this! Go to the fucking couch.”  

“Ow! I’ll wait—I promise—I’ll wait for you to fall asleep …” 

Seconds later, his eyes would close and the clamoring would begin again. He was exiled 

from the bed to the couch for the last year and a half of our relationship, the physical distance 

mirroring the growing space between us. His alarming snores becoming a literal wakeup call for 

the connection and companionship we lacked.  

I worry if I will ever find what we lost in another’s arms. I worry I am becoming a kook 

on my own, and despise the never-ending conversation stream swirling inside my head, words 

that once were reserved for Henry, and that now often spill out inappropriately to strangers. The 

unassuming dog park owners at the Silverlake Reservoir who know of my divorce and sexual 

preference within minutes of meeting. I have no one to depend on now but me, which gives me 

mixed feelings. I got into a car accident earlier this year, and reflected on how much time would 

have been wasted calling my ex in anxiety. But not having anyone to call reminds me of the 

space he once occupied.  I’m talking in my head again.  
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Beverlee’s death date October 18th sends a chill up my spine. On October 18, 1984, my 

mother would give birth to her first daughter, my older sister Sarah. October 18th, a day of death 

and of rebirth. 197 Summer Street shares the same numbers as our childhood house 179 South 

Road, I think, but laugh at whatever completely sober conspiracy theory I’m attempting shuffling 

around 1 9 and 7. I charge ahead, typing Beverlee’s Somerville address into Google Maps. I am 

stunned to see her apartment is a few blocks from Tufts University where Sarah attended. “She 

said college made me sound too affected,” my mom had noted, speculating Beverlee must have 

met George working as a go-go dancer at a nightclub after dropping out of Northeastern. Around 

the time she died, Beverlee and my mother were estranged and her cousin wasn’t on good terms 

with Barbara either. It makes me sad imagining Beverlee living on her own, disconnected from 

her family, with no one there to rely on or invest in her wellbeing. I wipe a tear from my eye, 

does she know I care? I recall the testimony of Beverlee’s single mom roommate Sherrill 

Simmons: “I went downstairs twice but no one would help me.”  

I hear the tapping of my dogs’ nails on the hardwood floor, and a quick head shake 

rattling as if a flock of birds are flying out of each ear. My favorite noise now makes me 

unsettled because I remember what else is missing: Henry’s feet outside the door. I swallow and 

refocus on the task at hand: zooming on Google Maps street view to the sage green triplex’s 

bottom floor, and the floor above where Beverlee lived. I close my eyes quickly, fearing I will 

see her trapped ghost, but reopen as if determined to rescue her forty-eight years after the fact 

from my computer chair on the west coast. I frantically rotate the map 360-degrees and “walk” 

the streets with my cursor. The girls had run to a bodega at 7 PM and returned around 7:20 PM. 

One report has her shot at 11 PM on October 18th and dying at Mass General at 1:20 AM, 

meaning George was threatening her four hours before deciding to shoot. Was she sobbing or 
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playing cool to calm him down? I touch my neck and feel a choking in my throat – I wonder if 

he put his hands on her first.  

Sherrill, the roommate, said she herself suffered bruises and burst blood vessels on her 

eyes and lips when either George or Sherrill’s maybe-boyfriend Pappas shoved her and her child 

into the bathroom. It was Sherrill who contacted her own mom who then called a police officer 

named Don Caliguri to the scene. How easily a home can become a crime scene, I think. I click 

on the corner intersection, zooming in on the apartment from all angles. I wince thinking of 

George circling these same grounds, and then I think about the New York City apartment I 

shared with my ex we just sold along with all its furnishings. The art deco circular glass dining 

table, the frayed stitching of tan cloth Eames chairs, the beige couch stained with coffee and dog 

puke, the prison orange pillows my mother claimed were the “only match” for light green walls. 

The Crate and Barrel bed frame wedding gift and our mismatched worn college-era nightstands 

and dressers. I wonder if Henry took any of these items to his new place, which I learn from our 

divorce paperwork is on the Lower East Side, a mile walk from our former east village abode. 

 I think of us slugging back Manhattans and arguing over who took more dumplings at 

Fung Tu before heading to Sing Sing for karaoke. Henry would croon either Third Eye Blind’s 

“Semi-Charmed Kind of Life” or Sublime’s “Santeria”: Tell Sanchito that if he knows what is 

good for him, he best go run and hide, Daddy’s got a new .45. I struggle remembering what 

Henry’s singing voice sounds like, I only remember its contours, a sweet but scratchy baritone. 

We haven’t spoken in ten months. His decision, not mine, for his own healing. To avoid high 

legal bills, my mother has become the middle woman between us. He won’t speak to me, but will 

speak to her about our lives together, which feels both infuriating and infantilizing. I Google 
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Fung Tu and learn it’s permanently closed. I do not zoom street view to the 23rd floor of 201 E 

17th street. I know I will not find us there anymore.    

 

No one has tasked me to take on this case, and my family got some justice anyway; mom 

said George died in 1974, shot by a rival biker gang. I breathe a sigh of relief he’s not lurking 

around out there for me to find. I can barely handle myself, untethered, and staking new territory 

in another east village called Atwater. I live now in a temporary sublet furnished with a set 

designer’s fanciful belongings like clean white polypropylene Eames chairs and a cobalt blue 

velvet couch. In theory, it would be fun to go back to Boston and cull through the library 

microfilm, pin a constellation of clues to a board like a detective, but the fact remains: my cousin 

is dead and has been forty years.  

I might not know what the point of all this obsessing is, but the shock of my discoveries 

shoots me with an adrenaline rush to keep going.  “That’s so morbid!” my mom replies when I 

ask if there is a police archival file with photos of gunshot wounds in Beverlee’s head. I have 

encountered many dead animals with both my parents being veterinarians but have never seen a 

dead body. Wakes are against the Jewish faith as the dead have not given permission to be seen, 

and though I am not particularly religious googling “gunshot wound” feels barbaric. I liken death 

to the smell of formaldehyde in the glass bottles of dead rodents in my seventh-grade science 

class. Did they autopsy and dissect Beverlee’s body?  I prod my neck with my two fingers to feel 

a pulse. I’m a runner and an athlete so it’s always been slow. I set a timer for a minute and count 

to 50 beats.  

I am alive.     
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I look at my reflection in the floor-length living room mirror. I have spent years 

highlighting my brown hair, but post-divorce resolved to let my golden streaks grow out, and let 

my mane be long like my mom’s was in the seventies. “A natural look,” is what I say to friends, 

the word natural  invoking a retro freedom hippie commune of bell bottoms and peace signs. But 

I wonder if I am hypocrite, as my face is painted in makeup, which I wear more of now as a 

queer woman than I ever did before. I wonder if a backward cultural belief is buried in my 

subconscious that I can be gay so long as I am femme, and if I’ll stop caring once I sink into my 

queer skin. For now, I sit in the evenings at Bon Vivant Café in Atwater Village where I live, 

writing with a glass of wine and peering over my shoulder. I never cared how I looked with 

Henry because he loved me, but on my own in Los Angeles have become image-conscious. 

What if a professional or romantic contact see me sitting alone here or grocery shopping at the 

Silverlake Whole Foods in a sweatshirt and leggings and an unmade face?  I work at home alone 

and every afternoon walk my dogs to get coffee so that I can at least talk to the baristas. I worked 

by myself in New York too, but I was guaranteed to see Henry or a stranger on the street. I don’t 

like being left alone with my thoughts too long. I worry I have too much time on my hands. 

 

I slouch in my chair and think of Barbara’s permanent hunch to make her statuesque 6’1 

height more diminutive next to men. I touch my nose, itself a product of rhinoplasty, and think 

how all the women in my family – Barbara, my mom, Debbie, and Marlene – had nose jobs, save 

my sister. Did Beverlee too?  

 “Can’t see well, she is possibly in the striped sweater with long hair,” my mother texts 

about a yearbook photograph I found online. “She had beautiful green eyes and freckles. Long 
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sandy brown hair. She was seen by some cousins hanging out at strip clubs in the combat zone of 

Boston.”  

“What’s a combat zone mean?” I ask. 

“That’s the name given to a seedy area of strip clubs, it’s probably trendy now. A Boston 

thing.”  

Like Beverlee, I have green hazel eyes with a constellation of freckles beneath. I think to 

a photograph sitting atop the fireplace in my Massachusetts childhood home. I am a toddler in 

Cape Cod, our summer vacation spot not too far from where Beverlee lived. My father took the 

picture at sunset, the light of the falling sun hitting what was then the color of my cousin’s 

golden-brown hair. My lashes long and my gaze peering up, I imagine I was outstretching my 

arms to my mother. Did my mom think of Beverlee then?   

 

I dream that I am at the Intermission Lounge, a nightclub mentioned in an article which 

the Wall Street Journal notes is a “sexual Disneyland” that offered something for everyone, from 

burlesque to LGBT trysts. I see the illuminated sign LIVE NUDES in old type and swim my way 

through the 70s wooden beaded doorway entry. I am looking for Beverlee. I ask around if she is 

working tonight, but no one knows a dancer by that name. I describe a tall slender woman with 

medium brown hair and large hazel eyes, and a bartender in a newsie cap tells me that sounds 

like Abby. That’s my name, I think. Right then I see him –George—through a cloud of cigarette 

smoke. I cannot make out his face, only the back of his black leather jacket with the red Hell’s 

Angel’s lettering and skull headdress insignia. Fingers with matching painted red nail polish 

grasp passionately around his waist. I do not see the woman’s body, it’s as if he has inhaled all 

but her hands. Beverlee and George must be kissing, but why is it that I feel the bristles of his 
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mustache on my own upper lip? I swivel around the smoke to find George’s eyes, but can only 

see Henry’s almond-slanted brown irises, long lashes, and dark bushy eyebrows. I grab his curly 

thick “Jewfro” mop of brown hair, and kiss his mouth, encircling his tongue with mine again and 

again, pressing so hard against him that my cracked lips start to bleed. Wire whiskers dig into my 

face violently like the metal claw of a tractor, and my hands grasp my tearing cheek skin in a 

futile Munchean attempt to keep my visage intact. Skin slips off like a glove, a disembodied male 

voice howls, and the Henry George centaur evaporates into the smoke cloud. I wake in a jolt to 

my terrier’s coarse back hair pressed against my mouth.     

 

 I think to the article entitled “Bearded pair sought in Somerville killing,” Sherril’s initial 

cagey police description of George and his accomplice, her boyfriend Richard Pappas.  “One of 

the assailants wore a ponytail hair piece that hung to the middle of his back,” “searching for two 

hippie types members of a motorcycle gang.” The facial scruff, the leather jackets. Is this what 

Beverlee and Sherrill were into? A far cry from Henry, a clean-shaven UPENN and Harvard law 

graduate. The men are not book smart. An article quotes the brother Tony Pappas during cross-

examination saying, “I don’t know what them big words mean,” before defining uppers and 

downers to a comically pure-of-heart jury. Beverlee and Sherill are never referred to as women 

in these articles, only as “the Jacobson girl,” or “the Simmons girl.” Sherril, a mother of a 

toddler, is depicted as flimsy emotionally and physically. But I disagree. The “thin blonde,” who 

did not want the gang to come after her and her child, craftily described verbatim the motorcycle 

gang members’ appearance without ratting their actual names.   

I text my mother a screenshot of another article I find entitled Lowell woman testifies in 

Somerville trial. 
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A 21-year old Lowell woman, a former nightclub dancer, testified in Middlesex Superior 

Court yesterday that a man accused in the slaying of a Somerville girl was in Lowell on the night 

of the shooting. Charlene Scott, of Crane Street, told a 12-man jury that George Hartman, Jr., 

24, was in her apartment eating Chinese food the night of October 18, 1970, when Beverlee 

Jacobson, 21, was shot in Somerville. Another defense witness, Richard Papa, 24, a reputed 

member of the Hell’s Angels Motorcycle Club, said he also was present in the Scott’s girl’s 

apartment on Oct 18, and ate with Hartman. The Scott girl, mother of two children, said the 

defendant Hartman spent every weekend from Oct 4 to the first week in December 1970 at her 

apartment. ‘He was looking for an apartment in Lowell,’ she testified. 

I think of my cousin’s murderer eating Chinese food, the image of which is so 

innocuously mundane and inconsistent with his biker gang uniform. I want a visual of his face, if 

he has the marks of a villain: dark hollow eyes? Unruly facial hair? A tattered leather or jean 

vest? I smile at the rhetoric the journalist Bill McAffrey uses for the former stripper, now 

“mother of two children.” Like Sherill, Charlene is also a “girl,” and elsewhere a “pallid blonde,” 

but motherhood has made her reformed and reliable; whereas being a single mom for Sherrill 

makes her an untrustworthy slut. The carelessness of basic fact reporting infuriates me – did 

McAffrey even research? Why didn’t he invest in her story? I might not know much, but I hope 

she knows I care. 21 is a gross overshot. Perhaps that’s why some guessed the average of 20. I 

wonder too where the jury members are now. The one female juror is an emotional wreck 

excused for nearly fainting, the murder of a girl too much for her delicate femininity. I wonder if 

she or any of the jurors are still alive, and if the consistency of age or other basic reporting would 

have changed the verdict.   
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I wonder if I would still call Henry negligent, and if he would label me a loose canon. 

What if he knew I moved myself across the country and figured out the technical gadgets 

required for my home audio setup at Best Buy? That I’m not as angry anymore. Would it matter?  

 

 At the time of her daughter’s homicide, Barbara was working full-time as a shady 

antiques dealer and raising the two remaining daughters at home. She did not have the resources 

to continue past the four-day court-appointed lawyer when the “Not Guilty!” verdict was 

reached. If Beverlee felt neglected by her mother, maybe she sought out a bad boy like George 

both because he validated her, and because his gruff and tough nature was reminiscent of her 

mother. I wonder if I’m being too hard on Barbara now too, she was doing the best she could. 

My mother also informs me that at the time of Beverlee’s murder, my grandma and Barbara had 

not been speaking for over a year. An expert homemaker, my grandma Lillian suggested Barbara 

bake a pineapple upside-down cake for the next family gathering. “It’s easy! You just … ” my 

mother mimes grandma rattling off recipe steps. Barbara freaked over my grandma’s definition 

of “easy,” and in their mutual self-righteousness the two ceased speaking. My mom tells me this 

at our recent Thanksgiving, when my sister and I will also get into a petty argument and stop 

talking. Over something and nothing all at once.  

My grandma found out Beverlee died the morning after her murder while listening to the 

news radio and she called my mom at Simmons College.  

“I just remember walking into my dorm room feeling numb. And staying that way for 

awhile,” my mom says. “The funeral was at the family Roxbury plot, but with a tone that I had 

never experienced. There is something really wrong and off about burying a young person. And 
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when my mother and Barbara saw each other, I remember they collapsed into each other’s arms 

at how stupid they had been. Not speaking over a pineapple upside-down cake.”   

 

I am a hypocrite. Criticizing lazy journalists for their phoned-in single-person accounts, 

when I am doing more of the same. Alone on a Saturday night drinking a glass of red wine, I 

begin an email to Debbie, the youngest sister who was fifteen at the time of Lee’s death, and 

with whom I have a closer relationship. I tell Debbie I have moved to Los Angeles, and that the 

year has been one of many transitions as my husband and I are no longer together. “I want to 

know Beverlee's story so I can better understand my own.”  

  She writes back almost immediately.  

“Abby, I look forward to talking to you, but will need to be a long conversation as I know 

it will be emotional for me; however, until then I'll try to answer some questions.” She attaches 

photographs of her and Beverlee’s high school graduation pictures, and talks briefly about her 

daughter’s addiction to heroin, which brought up the trauma surrounding Beverlee’s death. 

I take a look at the photographs of Debbie and Beverlee. Debbie looks more like my 

mom, jet black breast-length hair, and almond-shaped wide eyes. Beverlee also has large eyes, 

but they are rounder in shape, and accentuated either naturally or by the faintest of eyeliner on 

the bottom lid. Her mouth is closed, but her lips are parted slightly in Twiggy pout. I guess her 

hair, which is down, and parted to the side, is a lighter shade of brown like mine, but the overall 

image is less like me. I scan again, catching a single black and silver circular earring peering 

beneath the golden locks, which lay atop a white sweater with a doily ruffled collar. Is this a high 

school yearbook picture? My dream and mother’s description convinced me our appearance 
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would be identical. Maybe I was superimposing my face on the yearbook photograph, the one 

from afar of her in a row of students with the striped sweater.   

I receive another email from Debbie two days later that is several pages long. She says 

Beverlee’s death is actually October 19, 1971 – corroborating various article facts. They were 

four years apart and lived together in the same house, but only for a time. When Barbara met the 

man who would become her husband and Debbie’s step-dad Morry, they moved from Brookline 

to Milton, but Milton did not have a good art program so Beverlee moved in with their father in 

Newton for high school. “Mom told me we moved as Lee was getting into the wrong crowd. 

Because of the animosity between my parents, I really did not see her much, but we did stay in 

touch by phone—we were always very close. Marlene hated the move and didn't talk to Morry 

for the first year he lived with us.  I always hated fighting so I just went with the flow, and got 

along with everyone, or tried to. Marlene wouldn’t talk to me unless she wanted something and 

constantly said she hated me.”  

She confirms Lee was a “go-go” dancer in college to support herself and that’s probably 

how she met George. Beverlee came home at one point to be treated for Hepatitis C and was 

seeing a guy named Major, who Debbie describes as nice and says was with the rival biker gang 

Devil's Disciple's. Barbara would tell Debbie to listen in on phone conversations, “but Beverlee 

would ask to make sure Mom wasn't listening.  I never listened in and was with Bev on that 

one.” I think of my puritan grandmother and my mom on a full-ride scholarship at Simmons 

working on a perfect academic record to apply for veterinary school, a program that was 

accepting few women. My mom told me that a letter from Cornell was circulating stating a 

woman’s brain was smaller than that of a man’s, ergo a female was too fragile to practice animal 

medicine. No wonder Beverlee and my mom weren’t as good of friends then; maybe my 
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grandma’s judgmental voice rubbed off and my mother wanted to avoid seeking the “trouble” 

Beverlee’s curiosity sought.  

According to Debbie, it was not long after Beverlee’s Hep C cleared up and her sister 

moved to Somerville that the emergency call came. The family left for the hospital without 

Debbie because they felt she was too young. “When they finally got home, Marlene went to her 

room and slammed the door and Mom and Morry went upstairs.  No one talked to me even 

though I was asking what happened and how was Beverlee (I think I knew when I was waiting 

for them). I followed my mom upstairs and she turned to me and said, ‘If you had listened to her 

phone calls like I asked you, she wouldn't be dead today.’  That's how I was told my sister died.”   

I feel a zing in my chest and look again at the photograph of Beverlee as I read about the 

trial Debbie was not allowed to attend because they thought she was “too young.” Debbie says it 

was around this time Marlene started using drugs and their relationship worsened. I think of all 

our family get-togethers. I always thought of Barbara as smiling and happy, and Debbie, too. I 

wonder if all this was an act. She confirms they were “good at pretending” and ends with “When 

you continue this sojourn, I trust you will get it all correct. I am processing this yet again with 

my therapist because I still need closure and thanks to you am finally ready to work on me. This 

will be another century of therapy.”  

 I smile the at the word “sojourn,” and how unintentionally philosophical it all is. This 

temporary life in which we are trying to seek truth. Have I now been ordained the arbiter for our 

family? A well of tears rushes to my throat. Debbie believes I am helping her find closure, and I 

want her to know she is helping me do the same.   
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Silence runs in my family. Gertrude’s mother, my great-great-grandmother Chisza 

Barcia, was a singer in her father’s hotel in Russia who lost her voice; the reason she and her 

husband Joseph immigrated to America was to find a doctor to heal her.   

“Who knows how she lost it,” My mom says. “One story was that she was sick and 

someone threw cold water on her neck and it gave her a shock. Probably some virus.”  

This was the days before antibiotics, so whatever the folklore, by the time they got to the 

US, no one could cure her. But my mom says she wasn’t a total mute; in later years, she had a 

low raspy voice. As a professional musician and singer— the only musician on my mother’s side 

of the family—losing my voice is my greatest fear. How awful Chisza must have felt to lose her 

gift, a mellifluous siren tone so powerful that when hotel guest Joseph heard it, he rushed to her 

father and asked for her hand in marriage.   

I recall the black and white photograph on my childhood dresser of Chisza, Joseph, her 

one son and four daughters all dressed in high ruffled collared outfits that must have been 

fashionable at the time.  Joseph looks like Lincoln, lean with a long chiseled face and beard, with 

a pipe dangling out of his corner lip, while Chisza‘s round, matronly frame stretches the fabric at 

the chest of the  dress. She must have been uncomfortable in that collar covering her throat, as 

she appears unsmiling and stern with her hair in a tight, braided updo. My sister and I always 

thought our great aunt Sadie and our great grandma Gertrude, the youngest, were the prettiest.  

Sadie with her hair parted in braided pigtails, Gertrude with her dark brown hair in an almost 

modern half up half down hairstyle and messy bangs, both smiling as if they’re in on the joke of 

how silly and regal this family photograph is. I touch my throat and run my fingers through my 

messy bun. Am I the orator now too?      
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The last time I saw Debbie was four years ago at my wedding, at a time I believed that 

life would be unpredictable, but my relationship resolute. Although the aftermath of my breakup 

allowed me to explore love with a woman and move to Los Angeles to pursue my career, nothing 

now is known and transience scares me. I am disconnected physically from my east coast family, 

from my former life, a life that I am still grieving.  

She emails a post-script.  

 “P.S.  years after Lee's death, people would come up to me on the street and think I was her. 

Also, I can never cry at funerals and since I'm such an emotional person could never understand 

why … I actually bring bottled water with me to MS patients’ funerals to put in my eyes as I feel 

so guilty - cracks my boss up.  Yet I will slobber over Hallmark commercials! Years ago I 

figured it out: I was never allowed to grieve at either my sister's or my dad's funeral. Love you 

kiddo.” 

 I am shocked at the detail of her movie star trickery of false tears and try to remember the 

last time I really cried over the loss of my relationship. I can’t remember, and I’m worried that 

my feelings regarding my ex have hardened, or at the very least been numbed. Meanwhile, 

crying about my family’s memories of a relative stranger, Beverlee, has been a cinch. We are 

alike, Debbie and me. I smile also thinking of us both trying to find our images in “Lee.” Can I 

call her the nickname too?  

 Debbie texts two more photographs, one of Beverlee as a teenager and one of the three 

sisters on a couch as young girls. In the more recent photograph, Beverlee is seated in front of a 

curtain with the shades drawn. Was this taken in her college apartment or the family home in 

Milton? She wears a long white blouse with puffy shoulders, and her hair is pulled back in a 

half-up, half-down style. Her shoulders are hunched over, not unlike her mother Barbara. I look 
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down at my own body, lean but muscular and stiff from years of running and riding horses, but 

which felt massive recently compared to a frailer-framed woman I recently shtupped. I speculate 

Beverlee must have been tall too—I’ll have to ask if she slouched standing. But for now, I am 

transfixed looking at the image of my second cousin, as from the eyes and nose up I see the 

features of my older sister Sarah. The high cheekbones and almond-shaped eyes reflect the 

faintest of a glimmer. And now I see the smiling mouth, the round shape of her lips and chin … 

she is me. I think back to Debbie’s postscript, that strangers in the street also saw Beverlee in 

Debbie. I have looked at the image so long that her lips begin to detach and move off the page. I 

hit the photograph as I would the squashing of a bug and begin to cry again. I wish I could hear 

Beverlee’s voice. 

 

Some weeks pass, and I miss Debbie’s calls either intentionally or not. I do not mean to 

put her off, but I also want to make sure I am in the right place physically and emotionally before 

speaking. I also do not know the purpose. She has written out the facts, and I am not a reporter 

… this is enough to “go on.” So, what is it we both want?  

“I have one more question, and you don’t have to answer. But where was she shot?” I 

imagine my mother’s voice in my head criticizing me for my morbid curiosity. But before regret 

can sink in Debbie answers matter-of-factly: 

“She was shot in the head. The back of the head. That’s how they knew it was a murder 

too, because it was obvious that she knew the person because she opened the door and turned 

away as he walked in following behind her.” 

Poor Beverlee, how trusting she was. I thought the badass Hell’s Angels stereotype was a 

man so evil that he could look his victim in the face as he took the life from her. George, you 
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murderous fucking coward, shooting my cousin from behind. I think of Sherill saying she and her 

three-year old daughter hid in the bathroom as she heard a shot. What kind of deranged maniac 

would murder someone with a child a room away?  

Debbie suggests I talk to her sister, and texts me Marlene’s number. 

 “Have you spoken to her?” 

 “No, we haven’t spoken in years, not since she ripped her bathroom towel rack off the 

wall when I was trying to take her to the hospital.” 

 “I’m concerned about calling her. I don’t want to trigger her.” 

 “You can do what you did to me, just put the feeler out and see if she’s open to it. It 

couldn’t hurt,” Debbie suggests. 

 I pause on the word hurt. So much hurt has occurred, I beg to differ that bringing up the 

trauma that exacerbated Marlene’s mental illness is free of consequence. I take Debbie’s advice 

and write Marlene an email feeler with my number.  

“Is this a good time?” Marlene says, her thick Boston accent revealed “time” like tahm.  

“I should be asking that to you!” I say with a short, nervous squawk. I wonder if 

Marlene’s hair is still light brown or if she has let it gray, as she begins about Beverlee. She 

describes a leggy beauty of 5’11 or 6 feet in height, who would curl her thick hair with 

Campbell’s soup cans at night. I think of my mother, who has been getting a tight perm since the 

80s. Beverlee was “always the slender lead in the school play,” whereas Marlene, who I always 

knew as lean, was chubbier as a kid.  

“I was lead flower.”   

“Ha! I apologize for diving right into it, I’m on the way to meet my friend, is this okay?” 
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“Yeah, it’s fine. It’s honestly easier for me to get right to it and we can do catchup and 

small talk later.” I think I say, “good,” but I don’t remember. 

“The girl lied you know,” Marlene says of Beverlee’s roommate. “She was petrified, and 

when she tried to take it back later in court, she had already perjured herself. It was too late.” 

Marlene says, the night of Beverlee’s murder, Sherrill took her friend to Mass General 

hospital. If I trust the articles, I can assume Sherrill’s mother and the officer were there too.  

“She collapsed on the hospital lobby floor.” 

“So, Beverlee was alive?” I ask in shock. 

“Yes,” Marlene says. “But by the time I got there with my mum and Morry, she had a 

tube respirator. And I just remember the nurse grabbing my hand, she must have seen the terror 

in my face or something, and she shoved me in a linen closet and said, ‘You can go back out 

there but don’t scream or open your mouth.”  

I am trying to imagine this stern nurse, and if she is overblown in Marlene’s imagination. 

But she repeats this script on a second call too, speculating the nurse feared disturbing Barbara or 

Beverlee if Marlene had screamed.  

I am still fixated on the image of Beverlee standing in the hospital lobby with two bullets 

in the back of her head. Strong-willed, sure. But is it medically possible that Beverlee could 

stand, let alone walk into a hospital with even a single bullet in her brain? Or is it two? Negligent 

journalist Bill McCaffrey says she is killed “by a single shot wound” but other articles say “twice 

in the temple with a .22 caliber.” I heard somewhere that after a bullet hits the hard surface of the 

skull it shatters inside the brain like glass. “You can never clean up broken glass, the shards 

burrow into your foot when you least expect it,” my mom used to say. My mind wanders and I 

am on hands and knees inside the vibrant red of Beverlee’s soupy brain, searching for the 
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shrapnel. Sherrill’s testimony echoes against the skull’s collapsing walls: “George was waving a 

gun and he began yelling at Beverlee.” I wonder if it is true that Beverlee was dating a rival gang 

member from the Rum Pot Rustlers, and if she was wearing their jacket colors at the time of her 

murder when George was assaulting her in the kitchen for hours. Or if these periodical details 

were fake flourishes, attempting to make a soap opera spectacle of what was an unfortunately 

ordinary, albeit deadly domestic abuse case. 

“A bunch of blood.” 

“A pool of blood.”  

I dissect the papers’ words and imagine Beverlee’s body. Blood cannot wrap around a 

body neatly like a flower bouquet. A pool seems more accurate, except that she was not 

swimming. She was motionless, floating and suspended in a dead red sea. 

Marlene says they took her sister off life support when she wasn’t responding. Barbara 

has been described as stern, but was this the stereotypical moment where her large 6-foot frame 

fell over the body of her slain daughter? Or was she still trying to keep it together? Marlene says 

her mother was teary but did not crack, even as she decided that Bev’s eyes and kidneys would 

be donated to science.  

I push a bit more:  

“This is a weird question, but did Barbara ever meet the person who got Beverlee’s body 

parts?” Marlene says her mother refused.   

I catch myself here, becoming aware of Marlene’s bipolar disorder and pivot the 

conversation. I ask more about Beverlee, who she describes again as “beautiful,” but also adds 

“innocent.” She at first dismisses the go-go dancer identity as ridiculous, and that Marlene had 

gotten her sister a clerk job when she needed money, but later reveals that come to think of it, 
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Bev was dancing. Marlene says that she often went on desperate searches to find Beverlee in 

these psychedelic clubs my mom called the “combat zone” and says George was only using 

Beverlee to make designs for the Hell’s Angels. I smile at the speculation that the only reason 

George was with the tall, lanky Beverlee was solely for her artistic prowess – and not say, her 

beautiful model figure. I feel guilty thinking about my own college “jobs,” mostly unpaid college 

internships like assisting a famous feminist author who owned two ornate Upper East Side 

apartments with elevator door operators. Though I suffered through her satin Hugh Heffner robes 

and inappropriate and ancient sex advice to use a diaphragm, I avoided the real danger Beverlee 

literally exposed herself to for easy money.  

Marlene also corrects the record that George was the boyfriend after Major, i.e. she dated 

the Hell’s Angels killer after the Rum Pot Rustlers’ boyfriend so the murder motive of the gang 

colors is wrong.  “George scared Lee,” Marlene says, adding Bev broke things off to get her life 

back on track. Maybe the reason George killed my second cousin is he wanted to control her, and 

her freedom was an impediment. The only silver lining of the short murder trial was that George 

was held in a cell for a year on other outstanding criminal charges. Though the District Attorney 

at the time was petitioning a judge for George’s release owing to a statute that one cannot be held 

more than six months without a corresponding trial. No wonder Sherrill ending up fleeing to 

Florida in Witness Protection – the lunatic was trying to get out.   

Marlene keeps tying Bev back to me. Beverlee, she says, was always creative and “she 

knew who she was and what she wanted out of this life. So many people don’t know that. It’s 

good you do, Abby.” I watch myself in the mirror. I am 31 years old, twelve years older than 

Beverlee was. Do I really know myself and what I want? Will I carry the torch or be another “she 

could have been somebody”? It is true my career and creativity have always been linked in 
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music, and I am now writing songs for others. But the image of myself as a steadfast, confident 

woman who follows her gut feels only half true. My gut told me to leave my husband, sleep with 

a woman, and move from New York to Los Angeles, but today my impulses are slower, my 

insides soupier. Marlene said she cannot remember George or Major’s faces, she blocked out the 

memories to such an extent she cannot answer simple questions of height or facial hair. If it were 

not for photographs of life with my ex in New York, I similarly would have no have evidence 

that our lives together there ever existed. That someone once pressed his face to mine, and with 

eyes open sucked air from my mouth in a joking, ghoulish manner – a playful way of saying I 

have inhaled you, you are a part of me. I watch a video of my ex braiding my hair while singing 

the Growing Pains theme song, and the voice is higher than I remember, almost unrecognizable. 

I remind myself of my own voice, that I needed to listen to what it was saying about my 

attraction to him, about my desire for the unknown.  

“The Bernhardt family carried secrets and we were made to feel shame, but don’t you 

Abby. Be proud of who you are,” Marlene says when I come out to her. I smile and ask why she 

never wanted to investigate further by going to Mass General, the police files or newspapers.  

“Why would I do that, Abby?” 

“I don’t know, to know she exists,” I say defensively, my cheeks feeling hot. 

“But I know she exists, she exists in my heart.” The word “heart” she pronounces like 

haht.  

“For a while, when people would ask how many sisters I had, I would say I had two. But 

when I turned 19, two years after Beverlee’s death, the idea that I was now older than my sister 

bothered me. I started using drugs … seconals, truonals, you know anything I could get my 

hands on. When my mom was taking me to rehab, I remember being in the fetal position in the 
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back of the car and she said, ‘Don’t tell them about your sister’s death, this isn’t about that!’ Of 

course, it ended up coming out some weeks’ later, and the nurses understood.” 

I ask about the mental institutions.  

“Who told you that?!” she snaps. “I’m bipolar but I was never in a looney bin!” 

“Oh, um, no one.” 

I move along and ask about Beverlee’s favorite music. She says she can’t remember, but 

that when she was sad once she played James Taylor’s “Fire and Rain” and it reminded her of 

Beverlee. They also once visited Los Angeles as teen girls because her dad’s mother lived there 

and used to send them the unsold items from her department store. “Crazy things you wouldn’t 

want, like purple socks with ruffles, we would throw them on the bed and laugh so hard.” 

 “So George died in 1974?” 

“I heard he was found with cement shoes on in the Pacific Ocean … Los Angeles I 

think.” 

I am shaking.  

“Los Angeles, are you sure?” 

“Yeah, I could have sworn. He’s in your ocean now.”   

Her words echo, and I think of George’s flesh and bones, many years decayed, and this 

mystery person or people walking around with Beverlee’s kidneys and eyes. Could Beverlee be 

in California now too? Both daughters have also relayed the same anecdote about their lowlife 

father. After Barbara kicked him out, the dinner she cooked would go missing and it was because 

her gambling, broke ex was hiding in the attic and coming down to sneak meals.  

My dog keeps barking into the fireplace at night, and paranoia sets in. My ex and I 

watched too many horror movies, and my imagination runs wild alone. Could Bev’s spirit sneak 
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in through the chimney? Will her figure appear to me in a whirl of smoke? Or maybe she will 

possess an object—my childhood friend was convinced our amateur Ouija board séance had 

transmuted a spirit into a doll. Marlene and Debbie both shared an anecdote of taking in a black 

cat in Beverlee’s apartment after the murder, because they believed it was her, but the feline soon 

disappeared. I do what is recommended for ghost shoe-ing, pulling up the bedsheets that night 

and calling upon Saint Michael, Archangel who defends the Army of God. I call aloud three 

times in my head, “Saint Michael, protect me, protect me, protect me.” I am a Jew but figure it 

couldn’t hurt.  

 I wake up the next morning to a barrage of texts from Marlene. She’s taken a photo of 

Beverlee’s bat mitzvah Torah which I find funny, the thought of free-spirited Beverlee as a 

devout Jew, and I want to believe Bev is rolling her eyes too. Marlene also includes photos; one 

is the same high school photo Debbie sent, others of the girls wearing various Halloween, dance 

costumes, and all the girls in birthday hats before a grilled fish for their cat’s birthday. (“She also 

sat once on Howdy Doody’s lap,” notes Marlene.) In the remaining pictures, my dead cousin’s 

face differs drastically, likely because they are pre- and post- rhinoplasty, as Marlene confirms. 

There is the red 60s pantsuit with a bow in front she has long hair half up half down, the silk teal 

formal dress by a fireplace with an early 60s short bob. I pause on the picture of her in a red 

polka-dotted high waist bathing suit, her hair down in a headband and curled at the bottom. The 

upward angle makes her height known, and she and my mother look like sisters here.  Beverlee 

never slouches. I have poor posture, and puff out my chest in the mirror. I’m wearing a green and 

white striped shirt from the 60s I picked up from a vintage shop in Silverlake. My style has 

changed a lot from my all black New York look since moving to Los Angeles. I wonder if 

Beverlee would like my clothes now.  
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The remaining photos are of her artwork: two kittens peering manically over a mouse 

swimming helplessly in a bowl of milk and an abstract doodle. At the forefront of the drawing is 

a Queen of Diamonds lying flat across a river; on the card rests a foot with red-painted toenails. 

Attached to the ankle is a singular eye, connected to an outstretched hand with matching red 

nails. Looming out of this foot-to-eye-to hand figure is a Medusa head with hair strands of 

billowing, icy smoke with a keyhole at its center. The river beneath leads perspective back to a 

mountain with a tiny tree and house, with a strand of the hair smoke blowing out of its chimney. 

It forms a giant green seahorse rising and drinking from a red bowl in the sky. Every detail, from 

the tall tree emerging with flowers hanging off branches like earrings or pig tails, to the Lego-

like city building blocks and keyhole of smoke, feels like a premonition or look inside Bev’s 

mind. Different from the skull headdress Hell’s Angels design I expected. I wonder what 

Beverlee is trying to say, if the playing card alludes to her father’s gambling, if the disembodied 

hand is supposed to be haunting, protective, or sensual, or if she simply found these images cool? 

It’s signed Lee Jacobson, ’69.  

 

I am spending close to a year of mediating with my ex and his lawyer, who also famously 

defended Mia Farrow against Woody Allen and was quoted in the New York Times as being a 

ballbuster. Why Henry felt it was necessary to hire this aggressive litigator in a simple filing with 

no assets aside from the apartment we had already agreed upon remains unknown. Were it not 

for the surmounting legal bills, it would be comical to read her opinions on my health insurance 

maintenance, defining elective procedures such as “plastic surgery” and redundantly listing every 

potential cosmetic enhancement. What kind of woman does she think I am?  

“Sorry I thought I told her we were done,” Henry responded to my frantic text.  
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“No, she is trying to keep upping the hours on the bills. You are the CLIENT. You have 

choice. Tell her we are done. I literally cannot afford this. I realize you just became partner in a 

law firm and are busy, so if you want to pay for my bills we can keep this going all day.” 

“Okay I will tell her.”  

“This needs to stop today.” I swallow, despising this familiar pattern of communicating: 

Henry as the passive sweet one, and me as the bitchy aggressor fighting him to move. This is the 

same text conversation we had months ago. My mother now intervenes on the phone again since 

lawyer calls are sucking me dry, and since I cannot get Henry to speak to me directly.  

The terms are finally settled, and I enter a downtown Los Angeles law firm with sky-high 

glass windows. It all feels too surreal. I am about to close on eight years of my life in New York 

with Henry. Copies of the divorce agreement sit atop the desk of a cold conference room as the 

LA affiliate my New York attorney assigned sits across from me in gray garb. The suit is the 

same color as the one Henry wore to our wedding and later also to work every day – the irony of 

Henry being married to his job is not lost on me. I look at the notary who I disregarded in the 

elevator, as she is almost inappropriately dressed down for the occasion in frumpy acid wash 

mom jeans, a fanny pack, and a white non-profit tee-shirt. “Notaries don’t even need to know 

what they’re signing,” I recall my mother saying, and I grin pondering the intrigue and mischief 

this white-haired lady has unknowingly authorized. Our standard divorce agreement is no Ponzi 

scheme or sketchy arrangement, but I wonder if the notary senses the emotional weight of the 

document she is validating. I tug the bottom of my formal black cocktail dress, it’s as if I am 

attending my own funeral before strangers.  
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 “Just sign anywhere with the tab,” the lawyer says, rattling off entertainment attorneys he 

knows, and boasting about his temple with the female rabbi on which Jill Soloway based her 

Transparent character. 

 “Cool!” I smile, trying to act stable, as if this is a networking meeting and not my 

divorce. I peer down at Henry’s handwriting on the documents. The small lettering is familiar 

but the cursive penmanship of his name feels foreign. I think of the birthday cards we used to get 

each other. Always a minimum of five, on which we would scribble cartoons of our half blind 

yorkipoodle and mutt terrier, and lyrics to our original comedy songs, also usually about our 

dogs. The same hand that had messily exclaimed “I love you Joan!”, his affectionate moniker for 

me after the blind dog, has left no personalized note, only a final precise signature. The same 

hand that cupped my naturally strong ass, whose fingers weaved and clasped to my palm and 

touched every surface of my body. What did he feel when he held this pen and etched several 

times over Henry Diamond.    

 “So I’m divorced now?” I ask coldly.  

 “For all intents and purposes, yes,” the attorney replies, “but officially when the New 

York judge stamps this case.” 

 

 It is the end of eight years belonging to Henry. I am now a free woman, of my own 

accord. Unlike Beverlee, I am given a chance to start over, to fall in love again. I hold the cards 

now, but worry if I will be punished too. Freedom fills me with guilt and anxiety; I will never be 

privy to the details of Henry’s life, or perhaps even death. His family always hated me. I do not 

want to go back to our broken relationship, but our choice to exist apart eternally, has left me 

unsettled. There is no person, no structure holding me. I want permanence, a marker to remind 
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me of my rebellious impulse. The thought occurs: I should get a tattoo. I wonder if wild 

Beverlee had any tattoos. My mother thinks tattoos are trashy and would never approve.    

I call Marlene as I’m driving out of the firm’s parking structure, adrenaline pumping.  

“How would you feel if I got Beverlee Jacobson ’69 onto my skin? Would that be 

offensive or cool? Don’t tell my mom I am asking you this, she hates tattoos.” 

 “I won’t tell your mother, though it is interesting,” Marlene says. 

 “Oh shit, I don’t know why I am asking you this, I’m off today” I cringe in 

embarrassment. “Did Beverlee have any tattoos?” 

“No she didn’t. I mean I’m not offended, I think it’s cool, to have her memory live on in 

your skin, to carry out her legacy.” 

“Okay!” I exclaim at her stamp of approval. I do not want to tell her I have just signed 

my divorce papers, as I’m worried my impulsivity will change her answer.   

“I’m going to burn the articles by the way,” Marlene remarks.  

“What, why don’t you want to keep her memory alive?” 

“They’re all slut-shaming, why would I want to hold on to that? Debbie is going to come 

here over the holidays and we’re going to do a little ritual of it.” 

“You and Debbie are speaking again?” 

“Yes, when did she say we weren’t speaking?” 

“Oh um …” I stutter, “I just didn’t realize you spent the holidays together is all. Well, can 

you take the photographs for me at least? And if you decide not to burn them, can you send them 

to me?” 

 She doesn’t answer the last part, only says she’ll text me photos. My insides are 

screaming DON’T BURN THE ARTICLES! THIS IS ALL I HAVE! THIS IS ALL WE HAVE! 
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But I do not have the right. I didn’t even know Beverlee. And besides, by propositioning her to 

ordain my skin ink, I have already wasted any privilege that comes with maturity.   

 

I decide against the tattoo when an inept artist in Long Beach says the lettering will need 

to stretch my entire forearm in ginormous font.  The next morning I question if the idea is 

morbid or exploitive to have her name flashing on my wrist for a stranger to inquire. But to hide 

her name on another part of my body feels beside the point, or a sexual mood killer. Imagine a 

woman kissing my body and seeing the signature of my murdered cousin inked on my side. I 

don’t want to explain that. 

I also worry about myself as a target. “Hook,” or Gary Schwartz, the Jewish Hell’s 

Angel’s who grabbed Sherrill into the back of his car and told her not to squeal or he would kill 

her and her daughter, is still alive. As are the Pappas brothers. I’m not sure if the DA Frank 

Marcietti is alive, though he might have been in on the threatening tactics to coerce Sherrill into 

silence.  

Other murder writers have joked about literature’s obscurity, that if a serial killer were 

alive, it is doubtful he would track an author through random books. But most of these works 

have involved one killer, not an intricate web of an infamous biker gang, and most of these 

authors have partners too. I live by myself: there is no one to protect me now but me.  I think 

again of Beverlee, and of her abusive boyfriend. You always hurt the one you love, isn’t that how 

the saying goes? How is it that two people can cause each other both jittery bliss and terrible 

violence?  

Henry and I had it easy compared to Beverlee, but I am still searching for the answers. 

When was the moment we turned on each other? Whose hands will hold my skin now that he is 
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gone? I despise driving in the car alone after meeting a friend or colleague, I want someone to 

call, someone to spill my secrets to. “Our connection is beyond physical or sexual, it’s primal—

like I know his scent” a friend tells me of her partner. I know what she means. Have I put myself 

at risk, separating myself from my natural species, my kind, my tribesman? I close my eyes and 

imagine smelling the sweat of Old Spice deodorant, burrowing my face into the stubbly stretch 

of skin on Henry’s neck, feeling his chapped lips peck the top of my forehead.  

 

“If you’re still taking stories, I have some,” my mother says. She has come to visit me in 

Los Angeles for the first time since I’ve moved. She talks about Beverlee running off with male 

camp counselors when they were working there, but also about how she sat with a disabled kid 

every day who others had isolated. My mother says this was a time before people knew what to 

do with kids in wheelchairs, and her kindness was instinctual. My mom also recounts that male 

counselors would shoot rabbits with BB guns for sport, and one day my mother saw a bunny 

gasping for breath and panicked not knowing how to save it. A male counselor, likely the one 

who had shot the rabbit to begin with, played hero and shot the animal dead to “stop the 

suffering.” She said that was “the defining moment” she resolved to become a veterinarian 

because she never wanted to be in a position again of not knowing what to do. I think of the 

bullet to the bunny’s brain, and again to Beverlee, her trusting head turned, and her soft, light 

brown hair painted in blood.  

I ask my mom if she ever said anything to the violent boys to stop them from shooting, 

and she said she was too afraid of the consequences – she was already a nerd, she did not need to 

be insulted or assaulted. I realize my mom is not the only the woman to find herself in a position 

of healing: Debbie’s work with MS patients, Marlene’s as a nurse, my sister Sarah as a 
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psychologist, and myself as a songwriter. We could not stop violence or inexplicable pain, but 

we try to fix, listen and tell the stories of others.   

On her last day in LA, my mom and I head to El Matador Beach in Malibu. “This 

reminds me of Gloucester!” my mother exclaims, unfolding a beach chair and taking in the 

waves crashing on the rocky caves. She pops on her signature visor and sunglasses, the sea 

breeze blowing a curly perm strand on her cheek. It is the end of summer so the water is cold, but 

I head toward the sea. My mom trails after me but has not brought a bathing suit. I joke that she 

could bare her breasts like old times—“it’s California after all!”—and submerge my head 

beneath the frigid water, feeling the salt sting my eyes. George’s name pulses through my veins, 

and I come up gasping for air. I feel my pulse beating through my neck and reach my hand from 

the water to my lips, kissing the back of my palm. I smile thinking of Beverlee and my mom as 

counselors and lifeguards watching over kids at summer camp. A wave rises and I swim my 

body back to shore, and there is my mother in the water, standing knee deep behind me.  
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To My #1 Beauty Queen 

“But first before I patch the tire, I have to ask you girls something: Who is hotter, me or 

him?” says SETH, whose name I learn from the round label of his classic navy auto-mechanic 

suit, and whose biceps flex out of the uniform’s short sleeves. 

I shift in the 95-degree heat of the Yucca Valley desert, calculating my response. A 

sarcastic quip like “By the way, that ‘girl’ and I are dating” is not going to get our tire repaired at 

the only open auto body shop on Memorial Day. Gazing at Seth’s silt-colored buzz cut, I wonder 

if he wants me to do the nervous feminine giggle and batting eyes-while-covering-mouth move.  

“Let me see the other one and we’ll tell you,” I play along in a cool, confident tone, 

casually twirling a golden highlight of hair around my finger.   

Seth waves the other mechanic forward, who has sleeve tattoos, black facial stubble, and 

an oily mane slicked to his skull. I scan them as Chloe, who is tall and French, with wavy auburn 

locks and freckles stares blankly. We met on a setup in New York six months prior, the same 

week that my ex-husband Henry moved out, and I leapt into motion acting on my long-awaited 

desires: to experience women and to move to Los Angeles to pursue my songwriting career. She 

is my first ever lesbian relationship, drawing me in fast with her sinuous curves, silly singing of 

Serge Gainsbourg, and stories of her international military brat upbringing. Visiting me in 

California from New York, she whispers now, “I don’t notice men as sexual anymore.”  

“Twenty to thirty minutes just for you BEAUTIES.” Seth booms and blows a kiss.  

Chloe walks toward the gas station to grab soda and candy, and I wander to a side street. 

These men feel easy and familiar, their sexuality hand-delivered on a platter. I imagine myself 

with Seth in the auto body shop as Angela Bassett in Waiting to Exhale, a film I sneakily saw 

when I was nine years old, in which a camera pans behind a muscular man lifting up and fucking 
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her against a brick wall with her mouth agape. This memory served as the holy grail of sex, and I 

tried replicating it in college with my professor’s athlete son, who was about as dense as the 

proverbial bricks. It took an eight-year relationship with Henry, to realize what I was desiring 

was both intellectual stimulation and the gaze of Angela. Chloe would play her in a Roman hotel, 

gasping on the wall as she pressed on my shoulders kneeling below. 

 

 “I’ll go if you go,” Chloe said over Facetime from New York in March, two months prior 

to this Joshua Tree trip, referring to the act of clicking “purchase” on April plane tickets to Italy.  

“Are you sure?” I had tossed the idea out assuming it was a dream, you know like Let’s 

go to Europe! Her spontaneous reaction was opposite the delayed decision-making of my lawyer 

ex who was chained to his job and did not sleep let alone vacation anymore. Chloe and I had also 

just started speaking again. Our two-month romance so soon after Henry moving out, and my 

coming out and deciding to relocate was confusing. I nitpicked her side-sweeping hair over one 

eye in photos, her chronic lateness, and her insistence on retrieving a sweater at the end of 

January when movers came, likely so she could see me. I wasn’t ready then, was I sure now?   

“I haven’t used my vacation days, it’s fine” Chloe shrugged, referring to her work as a 

strategist building businesses for the French government in the states.   

 “Okay let’s count to three.” I suggested, as if we were jumping into icy ocean water. 

 “One … two …” we chimed together. Click. 

 “See you in Italy!” Sitting at my computer on the west coast, my lips pursed to a kiss. 

 “I’ll do more than see you,” Chloe replied with innuendo, “I can already do that now.”  

But the holiday was almost cancelled before it began owing to a spat over planning. 

Chloe’s ethos was to travel across the world in high season with her now broken iPhone, no 
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hotels or historical tours booked, and “figure it out.” I likened this approach to insanity, a 

colossal waste of time that could be spent seeing sites. When he still had time to vacation, my ex 

and I created vacation Excel spreadsheets. But Chloe, who my friend deemed “analog French 

girl” owing to the cracked cell, does not believe time is wasted, and wears a ring inscribed with 

The Little Prince quote about the rose saying so much.    

We argued in Amalfi over her stubborn desire to wait two hours for a bus over paying ten 

euro for a cab. In Rome, she offered me no medal when our Vatican tour walked by the thousand 

people waiting in line. “Why do you always get to be the chill one, and I’m the intense one?” I 

cried in bed on our last night, “I never said that,” Chloe replied, “I am too proud, I know that, 

you don’t have to get sad.” She wiped a tear from my eye, and I turned my body away from her. 

I didn’t like being the sad one either. In true Italian and French style, the day of her flight back to 

New York, we were again making love, singing Sister Act in churches, and consuming wine and 

pasta.  

 

Much like our Italy trip a month ago, this Joshua Tree weekend was impromptu. I had 

just mailed Chloe an original photograph I bought in Rome of a 1968 Miss France USA contest 

with the note: “To my #1 Beauty Queen, thanks for coming on this impulsive trip with me xx.” 

Henry and I used to buy each other stuffed animals reminiscent of our dogs and a minimum of 

seven birthday cards with cartoonish doodles. I wanted this photograph to prove I was as “giving 

and thoughtful” as Long Island Woman, an American Italian who Chloe nonchalantly dropped 

she was dating on the Roman train. They both “liked plants,” but the woman did not want a 

relationship according to the text exchange I waved away snapping “I’m not your friend, ask 

someone else to decode this. And yes, I’ve slept with other women.” Her smile had sunk. Were 
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we seeing anyone significant, we would not have been on the trip together. Was I supposed to 

proclaim my love out of jealousy then, or in my paranoia of her snapping garden photos in 

Ravello? Did I want her to know? Or did we each want to win Most Desired?   

I pressed for an answer on a Memorial Day visit, and she texted vaguely “You know I 

want to …” I told her “No, too late.” and that the plane tickets were double what they would be 

the following weekend. She responded, “I love when you boss me around!” which was a genius 

use of diction. Nothing makes me buckle or unbuckle faster than being told I’m controlling, just 

as nothing gets a renegade to firm up plans more than a stern “No.” Soon enough, we were eating 

brunch overlooking the Malibu ocean, and she asked if I was dating anyone again. 

“Nothing positive came of this topic last month,” I snapped.  

“I’m always positive … it was nothing, Abby.” My name Aaah-BEE on her tongue an 

open yogic sigh, floating and landing mellifluously on a higher pitch. Changing the subject to 

Malibu Mitch, the silly French version of Baywatch, she and I walked along the beach and a 

prurient man teased if we were super models. I let out a stiff laugh, feeling less sexy and more 

like Chloe’s scolding parent. A musician and creative, I missed being designated the wild one 

with my ex. Sensing my tension, Chloe massaged my knotted neck in the car, letting me soften to 

her.   

We headed to Joshua Tree the following day and grabbed a meal at the inn’s restaurant. 

“They walk right up to the hostess, that’s how you know: confidence,” Chloe noted of lesbians. 

We read the 29 Palms Inn Gazette, and though we both mock astrology, it was hard to deny the 

Sagittarius-Cancer description. She is fire, I am water. She seeks thrills and the moment, I seek 

emotional stability and a practical plan. The zodiac gurus advised if we “celebrate our 

personality differences, a Cancer can offer a Sagittarius a secure home place to keep their dreams 
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in perspective, and the Sag free spirit can lend Cancer’s daily life a little diversity and 

excitement.”  Maybe possession was not the issue. If Chloe were mine, the conundrum remained: 

how to hold her fire without getting singed or putting it out. Revolutionaries don’t belong to 

another, and the alliance of our powers was still at a stalemate. We smiled at the last line that our 

opposing signs might not be romantically compatible, but our shared creative passion would 

make for mind-blowing lovemaking.   

“Look me in the eyes when you toast, otherwise it’s seven years of bad luck—or bad sex. 

The French think it’s the same thing.” Chloe raised her glass.  

We joked about le petit mort and speculated that Donne and Keats had ragers. 

“They didn’t have much to do back then except sit around and write long poems about 

their boners,” Chloe pronounced like bon-airs (good airs?) and squeezed my hand on the table. I 

flinched thinking of my right-brained ex, who was not into literature like Chloe, and who 

lovingly coined the juvenile expression “ghost boner” for when he was game again after 

“sticking it in.” In our divorce, Henry declined to talk to me these five months, shrinking to 

simply a ghost—a little death that felt anything but, and even the word “ex” still felt foreign and 

cutting in my throat.  

Here in the desert, Chloe was giving me the companionship and kinetic charge I stopped 

feeling with Henry, and I liked not having to wolf down meals to get back to work. But I stirred 

if we sat still too long, and I missed the schvitzing and shorthand Henry and I shared. My 

attraction to Chloe also shifted to anger when I felt belittled, so I worried if my rebound fell that 

far outside the pattern. If Chloe wasn’t meant to last, was I holding on now to delay another loss?      
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 Though Henry’s personality was wired similarly to mine, he also avoided conflict, so I 

was not used to interpersonal compatibility squabbles. Even our final eruption was a gradual 

collapsing of sobbing blowups on our diverging marriage values. “I never fight, I don’t like it” 

Chloe claimed in Italy. But she poked me with a stick as she would a rattlesnake, waiting for the 

inevitable hiss that would validate a version of me as reactive and venomous. Like her 

successfully acquiescing to the wakeup time of 6:15 AM to be in the desert before the late spring 

heat but spending fifty minutes in the bathroom as I clenched my butt cheeks together and 

knocked at the door. With the pool bathroom closed, I eventually shouted “This is the kind of 

selfish shit I’m talking about.” She quizzically said she hadn’t heard as she had been lost in 

music, and “5 minutes more” as she was doing her makeup. Am I being too hard on her, 

expecting too much? Maybe exchanges were heightened because of the long distance, and I 

shouldn’t “make mountains out of molehills.” But don’t mountains form from small piles of dirt 

and rock?    

When we finally left for breakfast, Chloe noticed her platform sandals and custom pink 

Nike trainers she left outside the cabin door disappeared.  

“So strange!” Chloe laughed. The word “strange” drawn out like strah-hange. 

“Do you think it’s an animal?” I asked. 

“An animal can’t take two shoes. Plus, look there’s your hiking boots. See, those were 

too butch for him … or her.” She doubled on socks to stuff into the backup sneakers I brought. 

“You’re so cool about this!” I exclaimed, recommending we at least speak to the inn 

manager, a stout late 30s woman with mousy hair who was wearing the khaki button-up shirt and 

cargo shorts uniform of Steve Irwin the Crocodile Hunter: “Well, we don’t know that for sure 
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…” she replied to my concern about the human creep wandering the grounds. But I was certain a 

wild critter could not carry two pairs of shoes in its mouth.  

The manager said she’d be on the “lookout.” “Okay, you just let us know then,” Chloe 

replied, emphasizing know with the kind of subtle sarcasm only a French person could pull off. I 

looked down at Chloe’s size 8 feet sliding in my size 10.5 shoes, as she walked toward the car 

pretending to hold a “talky walkie” – her poor translation of walkie talky. Mocking the 

manager’s overblown vigilance yesterday “Girls headed to bar, copy,” Chloe cackled with her 

own spin “ALERT! jizz shoe, OVER!” 

Suddenly, a middle-aged man sprinted out of a neighboring cabin saying he noticed our 

Prius had a flat tire. (I noticed a “!” service alert the day before and in a “Ce la vie” philosophy 

brushed it off to air pressure while a nail deflated the tire overnight.) The man’s eight-year old 

son stood beside me as his crouching dad volunteered to put on the spare. “I’ve only done this 

once as a teenager!” The man revealed, noting he was an anesthesiologist out of Marin on a 

dad’s weekend, whose son and ex-wife lived in LA. Chloe, who was formerly in the French task 

force, read the manual instructions and inconspicuously corrected the wrench position in his 

sweaty palm. I wondered if he was aiding to show his son good Samaritan-ship or to feel manly, 

or if it was just in his nature as a practitioner. An LA restaurant manager had also bequeathed 

Chloe a bowl of jolly ranchers, running back to retrieve watermelon. I watched her lift a heavy 

Vespa off the ground in Italy, and she told me looking at a New York art exhibit of an erect 

hangman that she used to cut down and carry suicidal bodies in the force. Maybe people helped 

her not because she needed it, but because her warmth made them feel needed.  

Once the spare was on, I crunched the numbers. A spare lasted 50-70 miles on low speeds 

on regular roads, and regardless of today’s plans, we had 150 miles between Joshua Tree and 
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LA. Should we drive 44 miles in and out of the desert and deal with finding an open auto body 

shop on the Memorial Day holiday after exploring, or fix the problem now? I drove into the park 

entrance and froze: a lost couple committed murder suicide in here recently.  

“There’s no cell service, what if we end up stranded in the desert?” Anxiety thrashed and 

reverberated in my chest.  

“There must be auto bodies in Joshua Tree.” Chloe speculated, almost serenely. 

“Joshua Tree town is fifteen minutes back outside this gate. This is the National Park 

grounds from Twentynine Palms, there are no mechanics in here.” I stated matter-of-factly. 

“No, I mean driving through to the other side,” Chloe clarified.  

“That’s the same distance as driving across the state of Rhode Island, you don’t even 

have a map!” I barked, resenting her getting to be the “chill” one again.  

Brushing a flaming red streak of hair with her hand, Chloe dryly quipped, “OKAAAY 

Abby, you always know best don’t you?”    

She told me in Italy to never to say “Ok,” that it was rude and dismissive. My chest was 

convulsing now, shooting an electric current out my limbs and up my throat.  

“You think you’re a nice person but you’re a stubborn asshole sometimes you know 

that?” I shouted, spinning the car around toward the only open mechanic 25 miles away. 

“Everyone else in my life thanks me for planning! You act so fucking superior, but you’re an 

IDIOT sometimes. Like you’re going to be FIRED … FIRED! if you ignore your boss. Jesus, 

I’m so glad I’m not stranded in the fucking desert.” My skeletal shaking was picking up forcible 

speed, the way the whole cabin rocks when an airplane revs for takes off. “You know, sometimes 

I wonder if I hate you!”    
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The word HATE suspended like a heavy cannonball wafting in hot air.  My hands 

trembled on the wheel, rejecting the poisonous spikes and remembering I was the idiot who 

ignored the service sign. A child psychologist once instructed me to look at a picture of a donkey 

any time I felt mad; something about the silly animal’s fuzzy and failed horse body was 

supposed to stop me from being a reactive ass, and I wished I had remembered sooner. Chloe 

remained silent, a hostage in the passenger seat, looking out at the desolate expanse of volcanic 

stone miles away from her return flight home to New York. I winced thinking of her ex-

girlfriend, who Chloe said was physically abusive toward her, and mutely looked straight ahead 

avoiding eye contact. A sixth sense still felt her tears, and a stinging halo of regret hung like a 

polluted smoke cloud over my head as I listened to her passionately tapping text messages.   

 

I kick a stone into the road outside the autobody shop, and my fantasy of Seth shatters in 

the seismic Yucca Valley. I speculate the instant gratification would be instant but ungratifying, 

and I hate the hunter script in which I must not be too forward with my desire. I want Chloe, who 

savored a Napoli candy in her cheek for hours, and who texts now to say the car is ready and free 

of charge. “Why don’t we pay?” Chloe turns to me. I whisper that I’ll explain later, pecking her 

chiseled cheekbone below and grazing my fingers along her left side where a black hibiscus vine 

is inked beneath. We wave goodbye as Seth sings “I LOVE YOU I LOOVE YOU!” Chloe tells 

me that while she was waiting for me, he also asked “Do you have GPS? Because I feel I’m 

getting lost in your eyes.” She says she’s going to use that line for herself, and I grimace 

imagining her witty post-coital banter with Miss Long Island, whose penciled eyebrows and 

garish face paint I discarded as trashy, but which threaten my current tomboy state of an unmade 

face in workout wear.     
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I ask Chloe if she wants to just go back to Los Angeles owing to her stolen shoes, my 

cruelty, and the tire time suck, but she pushes toward the desert expedition. I admire her ability 

to roll with the punches, but worry she’s moved on too easily, that I am a sunk cost in her abuse 

cycle. Holding her hand with The Little Prince ring, I wonder if instead I am the thorny rose 

Chloe has invested in caring and watering. In our time together and apart, she is learning to 

soften her pride and let me feel needed too. On our scorching high noon hike, Chloe spots 

several rattlesnakes and quotes Racine: “Pour qui sont ces serpents qui siffiient sur vos tetes” or 

“Who are these snakes hissing on your heads?” Maybe she is not trying to act superior; she 

wants me to laugh with her at my hotheaded temper.  

I see two ravens and ask why the birds travel in pairs and why they represent death, and 

Chloe replies, “It’s only because they’re black and live off eating decaying carcasses.” I decide 

to wait until later to apologize properly because this time she has directed us moving on, and I 

don’t want to be sticky. On the ride back to LA, Fiona Apple (“Fiji Apple,” Chloe jokes) sings 

the Beatles’ cover of “Across the Universe.” Jai guru deva om, nothing’s gonna change my 

world …. 

“I keep trying to grow my hair out but it just plateaus,” I sigh, pulling at my long rat tail.  

“You have to cut dead ends or they keep splitting and won’t lengthen,” Chloe instructs, 

her red hair so thick and radiant a hiker woman praised, “So healthy, can’t believe it’s natural!”  

LCD Soundsystem sings now I can change I can change I can change if it helps you fall 

in love and I wonder if she is a dead end like my ex that I must cut off in order to grow, or if we 

are both off-the-grid gurus on a pilgrimage together. Or maybe I’m overthinking all of it, and 

we’re just two misunderstood ravens trying to get a good meal in desolation.   
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“I’m sorry for saying the word hate. And that you’d be fired. I hate myself for saying 

that,” I squeeze her hand on the table at our last dinner that night in LA. “I have compassion for 

you. Losing your brother to a drunk driving accident when you were a girl, which made you 

shake and your twin sister sneak in bed at night and piss on your leg. I don’t know what that’s 

like.” I tell her I admire her wanderer spirit, her singing with strangers on a boat in Ischia or 

whistling Carmen on Ryan Mountain, her acting out the doting “puppy dog” pregnant colleague 

who hangs at her office door. “And I take back that you’re selfish, I know you get lost in your 

own world, but I love when you open the door enough to let me in. And I love how you say my 

name.” 

She says “I don’t like your moods when you get angry, but I know you don’t mean it, and 

I’m sorry for making you upset Aaahbee. You have passion, and I like that you’re creative—you 

describe and feel my feelings better than anyone I’ve ever been with. And I like that you’re 

sporty, a lot of women don’t move,” complimenting my muscular legs ascending the mountain. 

She reiterates then our joke that she also loves “the Jews,” pronounced like juice, and that I am 

too serious and need to be slapped with a fish, or her metaphorical dick, pronounced deeck.   

I laugh, and wait until we are near the airport to ask my next serious question: 

“Who is your ideal partner?” 

“Someone who is funny and kind. Someone who has curiosity for adventure and wants to 

travel the world together.” She kisses me and smiles, “And now what am I doing going back to 

the 30th floor of a midtown office building?” 

“But how do you deal with someone who is different, knowing that people are who they 

are at their core, and that change happens glacially, if at all.” I reply. 
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Her lips smirk to the side, “But we are always changing! And I like different, how else 

can we learn?” Her words stretching to three syllables like cheh-ayn-gin and diff-ay-rant.   

 I imagine us as the Tectonic plates that shifted to create the Joshua Tree desert, now an 

expanse of raw rocks with hundreds of fault lines from volcanic earthquakes in which the 

misnomer Joshua “tree” cactus sprouted (“An inch a year, how slow!” Chloe warned not to fall 

into the cactus as I had in Italy and now have a scar.) I try to feel my feet squashing into her 

shoes, and think of the desert’s misfit cast of animals who survive by adapting: a snake who need 

only eat once a month, the black-tailed jack rabbit with gigantic ears to block the sun, the beetle 

who performs a headstand while emitting a noxious stench (not unlike real yogis, we joked.) 

Outside the airport, our destination remains uncharted, and I wonder if we are capable of even a 

centimeter of growth. Diana Ross sings on the radio “You can’t hurry love, no you’ll just have to 

wait” and Chloe turns her lips toward mine. I feel her tongue in my mouth and wonder if I can 

speak her native language, if my steadfast ambition will ever secede to her unyielding joie de 

vivre and vice versa, in an armistice “game of give and take.” Or are we opposites whose 

relationship should be temporary before it becomes toxic? I do not know which choice I am 

ready for: to cut her off and lose her, or to patiently embrace our differences and develop bionic 

bunny ears to listen. And so, I kiss her maverick mouth, sensing the simultaneous softening into 

ourselves. LOOOVE don’t come easy.  
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On Desire 

“In January, she began a very wonderful piece called ‘This Thing I Want, I Know Not What.’ It 
was a beautiful and marvelous song —very slow and soft. At first she had started to write a poem 
along with it, but she couldn’t think of ideas to fit the music. Also it was hard to get a word for 
the third line to rhyme with what. This new song made her feel sad and excited and happy all at 
once. Music beautiful as this was hard to work on. Any song was hard to write. Something she 
could hum in two minutes meant a whole week’s work before it was down in the notebook—
after she had figured up the scale and the time and every note” - Carson McCullers, The Heart is 
a Lonely Hunter 

 

 I saved only one photograph of you. The rest exist in the ephemeral “cloud,” but I have 

only one physical piece of evidence of our eight years together that I found unpacking a moving 

box. It’s the picture of me hugging you at my childhood home in Massachusetts. You cannot see 

my face, only the concave curve of my back in a gray and white striped sweater, and a French 

braid my sister must have weaved either in boredom or for nostalgia’s sake. You are smirking 

and your cheeks are dotted in scruff. I feel my face scratch against yours, and imagine 

whispering something in your ear for later. I cannot see your left arm, I bet because you are 

holding me with it. But your right arm is speckled in wispy brown hair and lifted, your free hand 

grasping around your ear, as if to block out the living room chatter like a conch shell so you can 

hear me better. Your smiling right eye squints softly, and you’re wearing a cotton blue-collared 

shirt with your stomach protruding a little in fullness. To the right of my mom’s reading 

armchair by the fireplace, now blurred into a red brick, is superimposed on this photograph a 

yellow orange font reminiscent of a 90s digital clock. It reads:   

23 17:56 

The numbers are probably obvious but I don’t want to look up what they mean yet. I do 

know it is not a date. The code recalls the spinning number art installation in Union Square, our 

old neighborhood, entitled “The Metronome.” I read online now that it was installed in 1999, six 
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years before you or I lived in New York alone or together, and is part of a larger piece including: 

“The Vortex” (the brick wall with a ripple pattern), “The Infinity” (the hole from which white 

smoke comes out of), “the Source” (the gold fragments on the ripple wall), “The Relic” (a hand 

that extends out of gold), and “The Matter” (the piece of rock on the ripple wall.) Until now, I 

believed you were what mattered in this vortex, the supportive rock I grasped descending 

through slippery time, but maybe now your hand has become more like the relic: an object from 

an earlier era. Until now, I never bothered to know the Metronome installation was called that or 

keeping any measured time.   

I read further that “The Passage” is the 15-digit clock that counts from midnight. “When 

read right to left, the seven numbers to the right counts the hours and minutes remaining until 

midnight. The number in the middle is a hundredth of a second and is just a blur to the naked 

eye. For example, if the clock reads 070437000235616, it means that 7 hours, 4 minutes, 37 

seconds, and 0 tenths of a second have passed since midnight. Therefore, it is 7:04 AM (and 

you’re still drunk in Union Square). There are also 16 hours, 56 minutes, 23 seconds, and 0 

tenths of a second until the next midnight.” 

I glance back at our photograph and its numbers, the colon making 23 17:56 feel almost 

biblical. I give in and Google. It turns out the numbers are not a mysterious code after all, and I 

feel quite dense. Of course, it’s military time and 23 stands for the full hours that have passed 

since midnight. 17:56 is using a 12-hour time system, so it was 5:56 when this photo was taken. 

I’m still unsure of the year. I’m unsure of a lot of things. And I still haven’t removed our photo 

from this sealed plastic bag. I laugh aloud thinking of a lyric from an early 00s Lit song: “Zip-

Lock I’ve been stealing/Time where I can get it from/I’ve been losing grip on what I used to 

hold/If I could get another chance/I’d put it in a ziplock bag/And keep it in my pocket, keep it in 
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my pocket, keep it in my pocket.” And then I cry, because I am laughing, a juxtaposition of 

actions you would deem the most emo. I wonder why you are laughing here? Maybe I am teasing 

you about the absurd creaking of my childhood bed frame, a sound of rampant fucking even 

when it’s just our dogs jumping or us turning over in sleep. Or maybe we’re making fun of my 

dad, a 280-pound burly mountain man with balding shoulder-length thin black hair and a gray 

beard, who grunts Mmmmm Mmmm while he inhales food. My chest aches again; I miss being 

the one who makes your mouth move. We are almost six hours to midnight in this six number 

pattern, which unlike the moving numbers in Union Square, is stuck in time. Which makes sense 

because lately I feel suspended, and have trouble keeping time. Not in terms of making and 

maintaining appointments—I am a fastidious calendar marker—but in terms of tracking what the 

time signifies, and how to guard it.  

You might remember this photo sitting on my piano keyboard music stand tritely for 

inspiration, and I must have put it in a zip lock bag during the first big move. New York, where I 

lived thirteen years—eight of them with you — to a rental in Atwater Village, an east side 

neighborhood bordering the Los Angeles River. The second move was when we finalized the 

divorce, and sold our Union Square apartment, which enabled me to buy a fixer-upper house also 

in Atwater. Maybe I kept this picture in that first move for safekeeping; I wanted to remember 

that someone on 17th street once loved me, and put the proof in the plastic bag so the photo 

wouldn’t tear or tarnish. A way of maintaining firmness should I ever choose to excavate us. 

That must be why I also secretly sandwiched us between books on the bookshelf of the converted 

garage that has become my new music studio.       

The house I bought was built in 1927, and I’ve spent the past six months gut renovating it. 

The meaning of gut renovation is not lost on me, as I have felt my insides twist and contort many 
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times in the past year and a half. I left all our furniture in New York, save the few relics that have 

gone in the music studio: a green steampunk standing lamp and matching desk lamp, and the 

milk carton boxes that contained our records, which have also not warped in transit.   

This is the only room that still has a bit of clutter. The house itself I have become obsessed 

with keeping a clear and minimal space. I keep a running list of items remaining to be done with 

the house renovation, and check in fervently with Isabelle, my no-nonsense Swedish contractor 

with blonde hair and always wearing what you would call “drop-crotch diaper pants” and some 

striped or patterned sweater. The black and white kitchen tile wasn’t installed properly and keeps 

cracking. The electric is from the 1800s and needs to be replaced. Things like that. I call in a 

friend of a friend to help organize my belongings with drawer dividers and pasta in mason jars. I 

scour Amazon for floating shelves, white tape, and surge protector boxes to hide the wires and 

the mess.  

It used to drive me crazy that you kept junk mail and never threw anything away. Your 

parents, who never liked me because I was not Jewish enough, are like that too —the glass table 

with magazines of no particular value from the early ‘90s strewn in visible stacks below. At least 

I don’t have to visit Long Island to have strained conversations with your anorexic mother 

anymore as she eats dry lettuce with her hand like a rabbit, and boasts that she has never tried her 

famous Hanukkah latkes but heard they’re good. I resent that you never stood up for me, even 

when our couples’ therapist explained being on our team was not going against your parents. I 

resent that you dropped work to go to your parents’ home whenever, and am reminded this photo 

documents your once annual visit to mine. Western Massachusetts is two and a half hours from 

New York. I resent that spending time with me was a discussion, a hesitation, a question.  
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Isabelle’s 10-year old beloved boxer Henry died of a neurological disorder suddenly last 

week. “I would give all this up,” she waves her hand in the air, at the chic modern brass fixtures 

on the lacquered cabinets, the dark green color we have matched to a 70s van. “Everything. It’s 

all just stuff.” She doesn’t say who she would give everything up for in the devil’s trade, but I 

can fill in the blank on what she wants: to have her canine companion return. I do not want to 

exchange my LA house and have New York and you back—and especially not the recent 

memories of you, when your brain wiring switched to working 72-hour shifts at your law firm, 

when you developed sleep apnea and shaky hands, and did not rise from your laptop when I 

returned home after a month-long pop songwriting trip to Los Angeles. Your husband must miss 

you collaborators said, not knowing we had spoken on the phone three times, each call met with 

a brisk I’m busy I can’t really talk now. Maybe you liked me gone, so that you wouldn’t feel 

guilty working. I take a breath. Yes, what I want is to waft above the hole in time this image 

occupies like the white smoke pouring out of the Infinity piece of the Union Square installation. I 

want to stay here longer, floating infinitely if I could. I hesitate— if I could, would I want to 

stay?  

My veterinarian mom, an exacting woman and avid list maker who has scribbled messy 

doctor writing on notepads for as long as I can remember, visits my new house. She assures 

Isabelle there is nothing she could have done to prevent her dog’s death, it being so sudden. Our 

own end was gradual, no determined point or sudden firing of brain synapses, and so I feel a 

touch of remorse on procrastinating finding a solution that I still cannot see outside scheduling a 

couples’ therapist. What could I have done to prevent the death of us, or at the very least prepare 

myself for this new chapter?  
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I have trouble with my intentions lately. The lists keep growing. And it is taking time for 

me to settle into my new music studio space. To sit down and to work. The house must be in 

order first before I am ready to be still somewhere for a good amount of time, and execute an 

essay or piece of personal music, what I do outside of my job co-leading a company that scores 

advertising music. It’s much easier to manage my house lists, like today I am overseeing Jesus, a 

talented handyman, building boxes around my studio and house’s air conditioning units, to keep 

the noise down and clean up the backyard a bit. He’s done the job — or is it executed the job?— 

in two days, and I sigh a breath of relief when I see the finished white wooden slots on the boxes, 

the clean cut lines. I like seeing completed work, like when Isabelle knocked out the living room 

wall and made an arch entryway to the kitchen, whose low ceiling she lifted, exposing the 

beautiful original beams now also painted white. The space feels open and light now,  but lately 

the end of the house tasks is never within reach.   

On lonely nights, I can’t stand the clutter of silence. I’ll break down boxes with an 

industrial cutter, or stew at pictures needing to be hung, or storage sheds awaiting assembly, and 

call a person on the app TaskRabbit to come by. I now have a surplus of storage sheds to contain 

excess, four in total: one for music cases, another for my bike, a box for extra paint and tile, and 

a wooden shed for pool floats, the latter of which took seven hours to build. “I want you to know 

that wasn’t me,” David, an actor-by-day, handyman-by-night jokes coming back from the 

bathroom, where one dog has left a pellet on the floor. I watch another TaskRabbit dude, Gabe, 

assemble curtains as he talks about a plant-based Mexican yogurt drink he’s investing in with his 

cousin. At least I’m learning. I wonder if the guys judge me for owning this house or think I’m 

entitled. You never judged me.  
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I worry I am procrastinating doing creative work sometimes now in my list obsession. And 

maybe I am spreading myself too thin in trying to have a job, pursue pop music, date, and gut 

renovate. Michelle, our old couples’ therapist who has become my personal therapist, suggests I 

write another list of what I actually want, versus what I think I should want. Her words 

reverberate like Whatdoyouwantwhatdoyouwantwhatdoyouwant. Am I killing my days? Moving 

so fast that I cannot feel or know the answer to what I want now, let alone later. Maybe I don’t 

need to plan for the future, but I worry about becoming the 50s woman reading alone at the bar. 

My concern is rooted less in a sexist stereotype of lonely woman than it is in truth: food tasted 

better when it was enriched with your conversation. Your litigation work was so intense that you 

only slept an hour a night, and it was a guilt-ridden negotiation getting you to do a brunch once a 

month. So I know you can relate to pushing the desire down, prioritizing only the act of moving, 

never meditating on the motor or motive behind your motion: the why, the how, the where of 

your going. If you had stepped off the wheel, you would have seen you were not being propelled 

forward but spinning in place, and that I was ahead of you, and I predict probably still ahead of 

you, my heart hunting for the feeling.   

It pains me that you considered your inner thoughts as private and not belonging to me. 

Don’t you know that all my energetic tickings were for you? Where do I put them now? How do 

I prevent them from spilling out, exposed to an unassuming stranger? I’ve always been an open 

book, but you were my cover, my boundary. I look at your hand around my waist, the safety of 

your hug holding me in; my skin feels raw now, it’s uncomfortable being exposed to the 

elements like this. I wonder if I’ll see you again, if you’ll agree to see me again, if we ever saw 

each other. The notorious time spending negotiation. In my own time theories, I speculate if you 

are three hours ahead on the east, you might eventually catch up to me. But then I realize that our 
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lines cannot intersect in different time zones. At best, we will move through the world now 

parallel to or in spheres beside the other.  

It’s strange to think other people live in our home now.  

It’s strange to think of you existing apart with other people.  

It’s strange to orbit alone, without you who understand … who understood.  

 

Why is it that I keep hearing “Midnight Train to Georgia”? It’s my mom’s favorite song 

and Gladys Knight and the Pips one of her favorite acts. She took me to their performance at the 

Mohegan Sun Casino in Connecticut once, and in a high school talent show, I sang the song on 

the same keyboard where I used to rest our photo. I didn’t know what they lyrics meant then, but 

when I heard the song in the Silverlake CVS an involuntary flood welled in my throat. I don’t 

know what set me off. If it was the word midnight, and counting the hours back. Back to before 

now, back to the now less enigmatic 23 17:56. “LA proved too much for the man, said he’s 

going back to find, oh to a simpler place in time, he’s leaving on a midnight train to Georgia.” 

Only the places and roles are somewhat conflated. I was the one who needed to wander back to 

Los Angeles. I traded my New York minute for a slower time, and a more spacious environment 

like my Massachusetts upbringing. 

What is it I want? I ask again, pen in hand. 

I want to be touched, and often. Or, I’d like to think I’m the type of person who wants to be 

touched often — when I can sit still long enough to be touched. I want to feel a charge. If I feel 

the charge, then I can make sense of the time. Am I floating backward again? Placing love as a 

high priority on the list? The feminist in me is frustrated that I cannot imagine a fruitful creative 

future without a romantic one. But the room of my own is too quiet. How can you tell if you’re a 
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love addict or just human? How do I sit and create without a companion stabilizing me at the 

center of this ripple in time? I smile now thinking you would run wild with fart jokes on the 

phrase “ripple in time.” Probably in the voice of Mrs. Pennybottom, your fictionalized Mrs. 

Doubtfire-esque character whose accent represented the pretentiousness of literature. I wish you 

read more to know it isn’t all like that. Writing to you takes me here with you again, my 

imagination making me forget for a moment I am lonely and talking to no one but me. Maybe 

Freud is right that desire is a projection of our wants onto another or simply wanting what you 

can’t have; you wouldn’t have read this far or listened this long anyway.  

 

I met Monica on a dating app Hinge. Before you blocked me on social media, my sister and 

I stalked an Asian woman with a camel toe profile picture who wrote you heart emojis. I bet you 

met her on an app because we didn’t have any friends in common. I wonder if your parents know 

you’re dating non-Jews, if she’s found better-fitting pants, and what her voice sounds like. 

Monica is from Colombia and speaks with an accent like my first lesbian lover Chloe, who is 

French. Monica worked as a museum gallery curator and now content studio art producer, and 

joked that the pile of blankets on my floor looked like an art installation. I laughed, noting on my 

list this was the only time she made me laugh, but not to judge. People open up slowly. She said 

she liked my scent, burrowing her face into the lavender perfume on my neck and biting my 

body. She has tattoos all over hers, Chloe does too, only the one on Monica’s back is now an 

indiscernible black blob. I wanted to want Monica, and I liked how she pinned my shoulders 

down, her kiss lingering on my upper lip. But I wondered if we were both performing, if I was 

looking for you in her and she her last partner in me. Going through the motions, hoping that if 

we met a number of times, talked a number of times, and fucked a number of times, we would 
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see love emerge like the impeccable protective boxes installed around my AC. Or not, and the 

list item would remain unchecked. I realized after going with Monica to Ojai that I stopped 

putting romantic dates on my Google calendar like I do with my work meetings, songwriting 

sessions, and client follow-up reminders. I don’t need a record of the search. 

Most of my friends spent their 20s dating, so I’m experiencing what I could have done ten 

years ago if I hadn’t met you, and should “have fun” like they suggest. But dating is not fun if it 

requires sitting across from a stranger, who will later text dryly, “Project managing can be pretty 

annoying when you’re overseeing different contractors at a time.” What am I supposed to do 

with that? Whose foreign and cold hands are touching my skin? Where do I go with a future not 

linked with mine? “We don’t have that kind of time,” my other divorced and dating friend 

advises. I listen to Dan Savage’s podcast Savage Lovecast, based on the sex column he used to 

write for the now defunct Village Voice with offices in Union Square, and he says coming out at 

any age makes you feel seventeen again. So really, I’m a teenager. Do you know I sleep with 

women now? I guess you can assume. We talked about my fantasies enough in therapy, you saw 

the lesbian adult films I watched. If you called and asked me, I would tell you. Do I want to tell 

you? Should I tell you? Would it hurt or help you … me? If you did ask, I would spill everything 

out, tell you everything. My beloved boundary. No matter the consequence. If only to have 

someone to tell something to. That is, if you called me. 

 

I transport our photograph to a coffee shop to write, and feel like a kook as you’re still 

wrapped in the plastic ziplock bag. I’ve just tried calling you for the first time, your voice I have 

not heard in over a year. I feel like a leper revealing to friends you aren’t talking to me. Why did 

you get to unilaterally decide on the best course of action for healing? Have I no choice in the 
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matter? I’ll ask you every few months on text if we can talk on the phone, and you either won’t 

respond or say you’re not ready so I’ve respected your wishes and not blind sighted you from 

another number. But how many midnights before I hear your voice again? I despise that you’re 

blending into being some past life guru I learned from. 

I was calling you now in an angry dental emergency because I’m still on your health 

insurance and you got my birthday wrong so I wasn’t able to see the doctor. You blamed your 

secretary before, but I wonder if it was your mistake, that you forgot the date, because you didn’t 

wish me happy birthday this past year either. I wish you knew I wasn’t as angry anymore. That I 

have to use text rage like what the fuck you negligent ass you are legally bound! for you to 

respond since you did not answer several polite previous requests to correct my birthday. Why 

must I slide back into this aggressive role to get you to engage? I hate that you’re making me the 

monster and you the angel again; you did this, my fingers fire rapidly. I hadn’t cried in four 

months before today, but I call my mother in a wheezing out-of-body wail. I had snapped the 

heavy gray X-ray vest off my chest, running to my car feeling a panic attack coming on, gripping 

my mouth with my right hand. It embarrasses me now thinking about this public anxiety fit in 

front of the office manager, but your betrayal on my healthcare made me want to get out of there. 

Fast.  

Before telling me my insurance had my birthday wrong so X-rays couldn’t be authorized, 

the dentist traced an imaginary head in the air and explained that route canal pain stems from the 

entire nerve of the face down to the tooth. He had me bite down several times, and said the lines 

were clean. What I have is phantom pain or a simple case of gingivitis, lack of care in nicking off 

the tartar. All my teeth feel like they are rotting, but since I’m an almost 32 year-old adult now 

they won’t grow back. I joke to my friend when I get home that I’ll have more room in my 
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mouth for all the “blojes” I will never give being a lesbian now.  This was your joke I’ve stolen 

and flipped; the original is if I didn’t floss like you recommended, I would lose all my teeth and 

be left with no other life purpose than to “suck all the ds.” You would have waved your hand in 

the air as if detached dicks were floating majestically in the atmosphere. “You’re funny …” 

Monica said at one of my lewd jokes. The foreboding ellipses … If I was so funny, she would 

have just laughed. Maybe you and I are immature? 

I regret storming out like a child throwing a tantrum. I want you to know I’m not like that 

anymore—I swear. It makes me sad thinking if things keep going the way they are, with you not 

talking to me, with our familiar pattern of me having to get angry for you to respond, that you 

will never know who I am now. Do you know I built a house myself and pay all my bills on 

time? Do you know I’m a better listener? I guess part of being an adult is not expecting 

congratulations or validation for good behavior and basic responsibilities. I’ve just sent you a 

video I’m not in. I am bodiless behind the camera frame, interviewing the dental hygienist 

regarding your insurance mistake in a menacing tone. I regret that this is the first time you have 

heard my voice in over a year, and resent also that you get to hear me speak while you remain 

silent. I regret not using the electric toothbrush you got me.  

Your picture glides off the coffee shop table on the floor and a man picks it up face down 

so it doesn’t seem like he’s prying. I grin, wondering if he did sneak a look, and if he thinks you 

are dead. Are you? I wonder if he thought the ziplock container was strange, too. Like a 

taxidermy sleeve but without the smell of formaldehyde or some other preservative. It’s a clear 

and clean bag through which the body of the photograph is seen. I notice the back has more 

print:  

PREMIUM PLUS 
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May 2011 075484 %0 

I had assumed the photo was taken after a Christmas or Thanksgiving meal, but maybe we 

were just visiting my parents in the spring. Or it could have just been developed in May? No 

matter, in 2011 we were about a year into our relationship, and full. I don’t care to ruminate on 

more numbers, since I have recently learned I am a complete idiot in regards to that, and that I 

wasn’t even smart enough to turn the photo over before. And besides, a breakup—sorry, a 

divorce (the incisive word makes ‘breakup’ feel soft and fuzzy, no?)—is not detective’s work 

unless murder is involved. Ours would be considered routine, common even, thereby rendering 

this act of examining an otherwise honeymoon phase photograph completely batshit. This picture 

is less a clue of our beginning or end, than it is of the between; a signifier of future loss. 

 The 075484 %0 seems mundanely photo-related, pressed from an ancient Fuji color 

printer according to the faint Fuji Color Crystal Archives watermarked faintly a few times on the 

white back. I’m reminded of Demi, an artist and the amateur photographer who snapped this 

candid. My godmother if I were Christian, she met my dad and her future husband Michael at 

Case Western Reserve in Ohio before the all moved together to Philly. Her husband was a 

brilliant workaholic doctor who had multiple affairs with nurses before suffering a stroke which 

rendered him mentally barren. You never knew him, but Demi took care of him for ten years 

before releasing him to state care, where he later died. 

Demi, who has short black hair and wears only white Goodwill tees, said you reminded her 

of Michael when they met. The smart-as-a-whip Jewish man with some witty remark always 

ready to fire. I can imagine when Demi caught this shot of us, she was hoping we would stay 

here mid-laugh like this. She is too paranoid to own a credit card much less a cell phone so she is 

not on any dating apps; she claims to enjoy solitude and has not dated in over twenty years by 
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choice. I am tolerating my independence, but I don’t want this light feeling to be a distant 

memory for me like it is now for Demi.  

I am still learning how to take you off my hands. My sister said it would take something 

major, my leaving you or a heart attack, for you to reorient and realize what you want in life. 

Your paralegal had a heart attack and died at your last firm, but that did nothing to shake you. I 

left, and now you’re a partner at another law firm, so probably sleeping even less given the 

dental hiccup. You already know I experience no schadenfreude thinking of your future as grim. 

When we first split, I worried you would drop dead and that your family wouldn’t let me know 

about your funeral.  When will you decide to want again? There I go, caring for you, wanting to 

fix. I guess it’s easier than finding myself in the mirror and asking what I want.  

The shirt I’m wearing today is a gray deep V-neck tee with NYC written in orange font, the 

same orange as the numbers on our photograph, and outlined in blue probably to recall the 

Knicks. The Y is animated with the rocker hand symbol. There’s a photo of me wearing this shirt 

also living now only on the cloud, in which I’m holding our small black Yorkiepoodle dog Joan 

Rivers Didion who I have sole custody of now, along with our blonde Puerto Rican terrier rescue 

Perla. Joan’s clamped in my left hand, and I am making the rocker symbol with my wedding ring 

the other.  I’ve tucked the shirt now into high-waisted seventies jeans I picked up from a vintage 

shop in Echo Park. The pants are a crisp stiff jean material, and used to fit more snug but today 

are looser, albeit not elastic-waistband-comfortable. My mom and friends tell me I look slimmer, 

and I wonder if I am losing weight. I don’t want to, having spent so many years of my life 

starving my body. But I have always been an athlete, and still love the physical instant 

gratification of my body running, or jumping and squatting in my favorite endorphin-fueled 

military boot camp class. Maybe I’m working out too hard again for control, a productive 
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crossing off the list. I need to be kinder to my body as it ages so I don’t end up with a metal rod 

in my back like your mother. You were the one who fed my body and kept me full, nourishing 

me with your expert cooking. You were the one who kissed it when I was sore or sick. When 

will I lose the feeling of you? Look at my spine releasing into you fully, almost childlike in its 

trust of your body to support my weight. I wonder what you look like now, if you gained or lost 

weight?  I close my eyes and remember your hug — I used to say you were like a blanket 

because your temperature always ran hot. I miss your warmth, how my head rested perfectly in 

the crevice of your chest cavity encasing your heart. Will I know what I want when I stop talking 

to you in my head, when I no longer feel the space you once occupied within my being?  

I reflect again on time, and why the Mayans felt they needed it. Why they made the cycles 

so long, the calendar so cryptic. Many thought when the “Great Cycle” of its Long Count 

component came to an end, the world would end at 11:11 UTC on December 21, 2012. The 

media hype and hysteria was later termed “the 2012 phenomenon.” I look back to the 2011 

candid photograph, an otherwise unremarkable event I’ve also pumped up and placed meaning 

on by the sheer fact I’ve kept this photo. For my birthday this week, Demi coincidentally sent a 

card enclosed with a picture from the same day as it’s etched May 2011. There I am in the 

French braid and gray and white striped sweater, holding one of our dogs in a pink coat, and 

standing next to my mom and sister holding family dogs in comically identical pink coats. My 

cheeks are flushed red and smiling. Should I toss this picture?  I glance back to the peripheral 

candid 17:56, taken two minutes later. Pausing on the word “candid,” I admit we had closer to 

seven and a half years than eight. And so long as I’m being technically honest, I met you a week 

after my 23rd birthday, just like the 23 on the front of this image, and had closer to twelve and a 
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half years in New York than thirteen. But I’ve grown accustomed to rounding the numbers, they 

look better longer and feel more like the truth — mine or ours, I am not sure.   

 

Monica told me she has several names. Monica Lorena Mesa Grisales Herrera Pacheco 

Moreno Gallego … “It keeps going, ha!” She texted. “You’re just going back generations 

(paternal and maternal) in terms of last names. It might have been a way to trace back your 

heritage.” 

I have only two names now. It is my name and your last name. I never changed it, and 

don’t want to. That’s also why I was upset when your lawyers filed my name as Abby Bernstein 

when my legal name is Abby Diamond. You text swearing my wrong name wasn’t your mistake, 

and my lawyer insists the filing will not change my name back to my maiden name Bernstein. I 

say that is not my concern, I just want to make sure the document is legally valid that I, Abby 

Diamond, am divorced. I want to know I have authorization to move through this world alone 

but with your name, the most precious, indestructible of jewels. That when my body needs care, 

my health insurance will cover my identity as Abby Diamond.  

I never asked you permission to keep your name. And I sold the engagement ring I’m 

wearing in the Joan NYC photo to my friend’s jeweler dad in the Diamond District before 

moving to LA, a check list item that was not as satisfying as I thought. The oval-shaped diamond 

was half the value you bought it for, and looked sad sitting on the table decapitated from the 

band. At least my acquired identity will last forever, or as long as I’m alive, and in a way calls on 

my own ancestral tribe as Bernstein (Amberstone) and Himmelstein (Heavenstone)—my 

parents’ last names—are gemstone-related. Do you remember joking that your porn name would 

be Rock Diamond? Without realizing it, I have pursed my lips in the coffee shop, as if I am 
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preparing to peck your mouth in memory, and defiantly auto-typed ABBY DIAMOND at the top 

of this document. I have never decided on a tattoo, so your name serves as my permanent mark. 

A way of being suspended in time with you, even when I am no longer with you.  A way of 

moving forward but also staying—what do you call the liminal space between parallel and 

perpendicular lines? I really hope you didn’t forget my name and birthday.  

 

I think to a photo I took of you on the beach for my 30th birthday in Ireland, our last 

vacation together two years ago, of which you worked most of the time. Fielding bullshit water 

cooler calls from a colleague on an intern with attitude, you might have been avoiding me; with 

so much time apart, our bodies now loomed beside the other tentatively. You’re wearing a 

wetsuit because the water was frigid, and your footsteps in the sand are leading to a gated field. 

The clouds hang low, and the gray outlining the oblong stratus shape feels ominous, but light 

shines through a break in the sky as if you are entering through some pearly heavenly portal. 

Perhaps this photo was a premonition of us now, that you would disappear through the gate at the 

edge of the rolling green hills bordering the icy beach, merging with the clouds.  

“God, he’s not dead, Abby!” I think of my friend Lena saying to lavish embellishments like 

this, who also reminds me we’ve been apart only a year and a half. She’s right: it’s a common 

divorce. But I have no proof of your human life, only your robotic texts. I have not heard your 

voice in my ear since I left for LA six months after snapping this Ireland photo. And I never 

printed this one, another candid shot, either. I’ve only seen it —you — scrolling through my 

phone, alongside one of you standing over a ceremonial or sacrificial ritual pit. You’re wearing 

the red Mendex Boxing shirt from when we used to box together before work took precedence. I 
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think of a word I learned recently, centograph—an empty tomb in honor of a person who 

remains elsewhere—and glance back to the physical photo.  

I wonder if I should throw away this picture of me hugging you at my parents’ home, and 

trace my finger down your face. Or on the plastic covering your face. From your high cheekbone 

to your raised bent elbow and to my elbow hugging you below —the three points are not in a 

straight alignment, my finger curving a skewed constellation. I wonder how it is that this photo 

has not bent yet, with no bookshelf-like structure bracing it in this plastic bag through two home 

moves. We have come such a long way, 2011 you and me.  

I think of the animated documentary film my friend was fundraising to shoot with the help 

of the now defunct Morbid Anatomy Museum in Gowanus, Brooklyn that housed taxidermy 

animals and the history of various dead beings. The animation he wanted to make was based on a 

true story of an early 20th century Key West doctor Count Carl von Cosel, who perversely loved 

Maria Elena Milagro de Hoyos, a young Cuban patient who had died of tuberculosis under his 

care. The doctor excavated the girl’s body from the mausoleum, and kept wrapping and 

mummifying her rotting flesh into an unidentifiable papier-maché until the family caught on and 

demanded her body back. I can’t remember how the Hoyos were tipped off that their daughter 

was not in her grave plot, only the image I Googled of the real living girl compared to the many 

gauze-layered object with a bloated dead face encased in plaster and wax. 

I guess compared to Von Cosel, who later resorted to a life-size effigy death mask of 

Maria, what I’m doing with you and me is not so bad. And I trust my initial instinct to keep the 

physical evidence of us, and also to keep us only partially protected in this way: in a loose 

transparent plastic bag that does not prevent the photo from bending with the elements. I’ll have 
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to be careful at the cafe that I don’t warp or lose it—you … us — that I don’t get caught in this 

keeping. I touch my heart, a reminder to hold myself together, keep myself from spiraling out.  

WhatdoIwantwhatdoIwantwhatdoIwant.  

I need to make the list still. At least I wrote today. But my writing is always long, and I 

worry if it’s too long, and that I need to refine which memories of you are just clutter. If one day 

I will pick them out like pill in a carpet, or make a list maintaining only the bad. Flex that fucked 

up minimalist muscle that threw away all our photos but one. So you must speak to me—or else I 

will forget the sound of your voice, and if I forget your voice, it will be hard to tell if you existed 

at all. If we ever existed. I am standing with the AC repairman; it turns out the white wooden box 

Jesus built around the unit prevented it from breathing and it broke. We’ll need to remove the 

cover and make the slots and space between the wood and the AC wider, but it’s recommended I 

leave the machine uncovered and live with the mess. I wonder if he thinks I’m a privileged idiot. 

My phone flashes that LA river residents are told to brace for a 100-year flood, and that FEMA 

might mandate property owners along the river get flood insurance. I look up photos of the 1938 

and 1968 floods, houses floating on the water, and read that LA’s rapid expansion has made the 

river susceptible to flooding. Atwater Village where I live used to just be called Atwater, being 

adjacent to the river. I think of my recently renovated house, a half mile away from a deceptive 

river patch of dried up wasteland. The flood feels perfectly biblical in this post-apocalyptic year. 

I start to hear Isabelle’s voice in my head, None of it means anything, I’d give up everything … 

I’ll have to call my insurance agent about this, see what can be done.  
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Wild Horses 
 

“I wake up in the dark very thirsty and very scared of something and I don’t know what” - 
Carson McCullers, The Heart is a Lonely Hunter 
 
“It has been 10 days since he killed here, but the smell of death still fills the air. Pieces of the 
wild horse are left scattered among the dirt and grass. A red rib, not yet sun-bleached, lies in the 
dirt. A vertebra of spine over by a sage bush. Tufts of the horse’s dark mane sit among the black 
and brown lava rocks. Coyotes, vultures and bobcats have already been here, picking through the 
killer’s leftovers. Less than 300 feet away, a herd of wild horses graze, unfazed by their 
proximity to the dismembered 10-month-old foal.” – Jaclyn Cosgrove, Los Angeles Times 
October 29, 2018    
 
“We’re all curious about what might hurt us” – Federico García Lorca 
 

I have lived a little over a year alone now in Los Angeles, and am almost a year and a 

half into a divorce with a man who I loved in New York for eight years. Reading about the adult 

male mountain lion’s proclivity for horse dining does not shock me; the scientifically named 

“M166” fits right into the deeply savage, post-apocalyptic and isolating world of 2018. The story 

borders on biblical: a town called Paradise burning, leaving the wild horses as sitting prey for the 

mountain lion in what’s known as the Devil’s Garden of Modoc County. The predator is the size 

of “an adult St. Bernard,” a comparison that recalls my veterinarian parents advising against a 

New Age raw food diet for a family friend’s St. Bernard. Dogs cannot tolerate eating flesh 

without diarrhea, but the hungry desperation of the M166 has them developing a bionic belly. 

I read also about the Santa Anita race horses dying by the dozens on the track, and follow 

the investigations with fervor. I’m not sure what the through line is exactly, if my concern is 

about horse life, or about the existence of self-protection. Mick Jagger famously immortalized 

wild horses in song, but these free-roaming animals are now susceptible to slaughter. If sturdy 

race horses and the approximated four thousand displaced wild horses are dying off, have I put 

myself at risk being on my own? 
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I feel a solidarity with the species because I grew up in the country of western 

Massachusetts, shoveling shit in horse barns in exchange for the glorious moment sitting atop 

this godly-eyed beast. This was the ‘90s, the days before lawsuits, so I was allowed to “hack,” or 

ride unsupervised. Paprika, a burnt orange mare, was what we call in the horse community 

“chestnut-colored” and also “green,” or as young and inexperienced as eleven-year-old me was. 

We charged together toward cross country telephone pole jumps with foreboding tree brush to 

either side, and eventually her limbs lifted off the ground. My falls from her refusals taught my 

own leg musculature how to hang on in a steely yet soft strength, supporting the tempo of her 

strides while not pushing past her natural cadence.  

I wonder when I stopped being so bold. I’m a hearty and athletic woman who still rides 

horses in Los Angeles when I can afford it, but I’m worried now if I can really cut it. If I’ll be 

eaten alive when the world ends, or if I will die of loneliness first. I read in the LA Times about a 

divorced Navajo woman Irene Bennalley who spends her days shepherding sheep for wool in the 

drought-ridden Four Corners region of New Mexico.  

“I talk to myself a lot out here. If I am sad or hurt, I talk. But one thing I have never felt 

was loneliness … I believe you are never alone. Mother Earth is here, Father Sky.”  

I laugh at the woo-woo-ness of it all, before recalling I once believed I’d been where 

Irene lives, that I stood at the center of the Four Corners, touching red rocks with my 

grandmother. My mother assured me my Boston grandmother never took me on a trip as far as 

any of these four states, and that the dream just “felt real.” I wonder now as I read Bennalley’s 

story if this was a strange premonition. That I too would love and lose and be left alone in the 

wild desert, straddling four places at once, all to learn an elusive lesson. The Navajo shepherdess 
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proclaimed: “I don’t need another human to not feel lonely, I have all these critters who keep me 

company.”  

  

I have two dogs, but I haven’t gotten used to the sound of only my feet or theirs pit 

pattering across the wooden floorboards. The chorus of clinking dishes being washed, the keys 

turning the door, the roommate bickering over clothes on the floor beside the laundry hamper, is 

replaced with a heavy and foreboding silence. I’ve been single for over a year, when will I stop 

missing a human companion?  A professional songwriter and music lover, I try to fill the space 

by playing records or my own music, but loneliness lingers. The sensation manifests as a floating 

feeling, as if I am suspended in air waiting for someone to relieve me from my wary flight, to 

pull me down and tie me again to her side. I am afraid of what will happen if I fly solo too long.                

Solitude feels unnatural.   

 

The LA Times runs several stories on Sharon Tate in connection with Tarrantino’s new 

Charles Manson film Once Upon A Time In Hollywood. I’m struck by a quote in which she says, 

“People are very critical of me. It makes me tense. Even when I lay down, I’m tense. I’ve got an 

enormous imagination. I imagine all kinds of things. Like that I’m all washed up, I’m finished. I 

think sometimes that people don’t want me around. I don’t like being alone though. When I’m 

alone, my imagination gets all creepy.”  

I feel a solidarity with Tate’s restless brain and the fear of being alone with thoughts, but 

her haunting words foreshadow her all-too-notorious end, her murder at the hands of Manson’s 

cult women who notoriously paint the word PIG on the door in Tate’s blood. I wonder, if Sharon 

Tate had been a failure like songwriter Manson and not a successful Hollywood starlet, would 
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her vulnerability have made her just as susceptible to needing protection and belonging as the 

very women who strangled her?  

The re-emergence of Manson’s face in the press and “Helter Skelter” paraphernalia feels 

like a sign in this time of social riots and race wars. In The White Album, Joan Didion recalls a 

sense of menace bubbling beneath the surface in Hollywood in 1969, how she spent the summer 

taking down numbers of shady vans and storing them in a dresser drawer “where they could be 

found when the time came.” She pinpoints the Manson murders as the moment when the tensions 

of 1969 broke and her paranoia was justified. I watch hipsters in Silver Lake walk around the 

Reservoir in Manson tees and my chest tightens. I wonder when the shoe will drop in 2019.  

It Could Be A Lot Worse: an LA Times Op-Ed lists twenty or so satirical and serious 

reasons 2018 wasn’t a total bust. But the writing is off-putting when paired with a story pages 

before of a misogynist Florida gunman killing two women in a yoga studio. How can I laugh 

about memes and mom blogs, when a potential shooter could kill me the next time I am in 

downward dog, when the devil incarnate is our president, when California wildfires caused 

Paradise to burn, when women’s bodies are again being policed on abortion bans, when an 

earthquake of record magnitude violently shook my house and I saw lights swinging in the 

shadows? It feels like the end of days. The death toll keeps rising at the Santa Anita racetrack;      

the latest article revealing the compound is the same place where twenty thousand Japanese 

people were interned. The asylum seekers at the Mexican-California border meeting the same 

fate. And what about the men? The assaults in Hollywood and beyond, the two elder male clients 

who do not see photos of my ex on my professional Instagram feed, and take it upon themselves 

to call or email to ask how I am doing, if I am okay? They would like to protect me in a paternal 

way, but also use me as a receptacle for their own emotions, which they cannot express to other 
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male colleagues. I cannot say this is inappropriate, I must say “That is very sweet to call, I’m 

great!” reinforcing their behavior as heroic. It could be a lot worse, the two male authors of the 

article claim. How should they know? I worry about my pack of women, a group of creative 

writers and artists living on the east side of Los Angeles. Will we be enough to protect each 

other? Or will we become the horses dropping to our demise, left to be eaten in the wild or 

trampled on the tracks?  

 

My friend Ellie locked her keys in her car months ago. A makeup and hair stylist from 

rural Tennessee, she has been married and divorced twice, and is now taking the bus and app car 

services to commute because it’s $800 to order a new key fob for her “older lady model” Lexus.  

“But how much have you spent on Ubers at this point?” I ask, gazing at the neon green 

and pink rose tattoos on her forearm that now match the pink streaks in her bleach blonde hair.  

“Let’s not dissect with logic,” Ellie smirks, drawing attention to the Marilyn Monroe 

mole on her upper lip. “I have an Armenian who can break into my car or maybe manufacture 

the key technology to open ‘er up. It’s been an experience, learning bus schedules and stuff. I 

feel like it’s helping me become more independent, at this point it’s going to be strange when I 

do get my car back.”  

I laugh at this “Armenian” my Greek friend has at her disposal, and think of her car, 

static in her driveway, and again to the wild horses M166 mountain lion is feasting on in the 

Modoc County fields. I don’t blame her for not wanting to get back on the California roads. I’ve 

just had a car accident myself, and liked being in a loaner Mini Cooper, a golf cart-zed vehicle 

that felt like camouflage in comparison to my sea foam-green Prius. I reveled in my resistance to 

ask anyone for help during the accident. In the past, I would have called my ex-husband in 
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sobbing hysteria, but left to my own devices, I was a cool cucumber. The same happened when I 

felt stabbing pins and needles in my feet and hands, what would be diagnosed as the child’s virus 

“hands foot mouth disease” contracted on an airplane under the duress of divorce proceedings 

and a weakened immune system. I relinquished myself to the morning, convincing myself 

nothing was truly an emergency; no one was coming for me. I don’t know if it was wise or a 

mistake to call out my neuroses, if I shouldn’t have been so cavalier thinking I can slide by in 

this new world on my own undetected and unharmed. At least I decided against impulsively 

inking a tattoo on the day of my divorce; branding myself in a time when horses are dying feels 

like a dance with the devil.   

  

I have called 911 three times in my life. Each time was before I moved to LA in the 

divorce, when I was still married and living in New York but traveling to the west coast for my 

pop songwriting career and staying in Airbnbs. New York never scared me, with my 365-person 

apartment building and 24-hour doorman, and with so many people roaming the streets all hours 

of the day and night. It had been many years since growing up in my western Massachusetts 

country home, and I imagined silence and secluded roads spelled danger, any clamoring heard in 

solitude spelled doom.    

“Can you look through your window and tell me what you see?” The operator asked.  

“How can I do that?” I whispered exasperated, “Won’t they see me?” “ 

“Who is they? Do you see more than one person ma’am?”  

“Well, no … I don’t see anything, but I hear …”  

“Okay stay with me on the phone until the police come.”  
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The cops scanned the perimeter and the rooms, clasping a hand on the walkie talky of 

their belted blue uniforms. “You have your window open, it’s a strong wind – that’s why the 

bicycle fell,” is what they said the first time I called. The second call a year later, they stated 

plainly, “There is no evidence of any interloper.” My last call was in October of 2017, a month 

before my ex moved out and three months before my permanent LA move. A raccoon was 

attracted to the garbage disposals and ended up getting caught inside the chimney roof. At least 

its body thrashing was a closer false alarm, I thought, wondering if the cops had my other two 

incidents on file, and if there would be an updated tab on me as the girl who cried raccoon. My 

landlords shooed the critter out the next day by lighting a fire, and snapped a cute photo of the 

garbage burglar behind bars of his temporary cage before his release back into the national 

forest.   

  

I’m walking my dogs at night in east Los Angeles when one mutt’s ears perk up in primal 

fear. “I thought at first she was seeing a stray, but then I stopped in my tracks walking toward it,” 

I tell my other single neighbor friend Jenna of the coyote. “It was the size of a German 

shepherd.” We keep watch in the evenings of the coyote running along the sidewalks or looming 

in lawns, and Jenna punctuates her sightings with size of a German shepherd. The phrase is less 

for comparison at this point as it is a reference for disruption. We need to practice caution, 

reminding ourselves that what we see is not always as it seems, and that even the familiar is now 

corrupt. Jenna, who has soft blue eyes and wavy red hair down to her hips, is familiar with 

danger, having grown up in a family of gamblers and addicts, and a verbally abusive bipolar 

sister who still shows up at her door unannounced. Jenna has spent the past two years settling a 
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sexual harassment lawsuit from a waitressing gig, and honing her creative voice writing a 

science fiction story about a super hero girl battling various demons in her way.  

Jenna grew up in Kansas, and we laugh often at her country expressions and even have 

come up with our own: “Keep it moving.” For us it means to not stop for any one thing or person 

who is not evolving at the same rate. We cannot be stuck in our tracks waiting for someone to 

save us from the elements to come. We do not have time to wait anymore. We must save 

ourselves.  

But I worry when Jenna sinks into depression and does not answer her phone for 

sometimes two weeks at a time. I’m trying to grow past codependent friendships of the past and 

learn that closeness in adult friendships is not continuous chatter reserved for a significant other 

but meaningful connection and conversation. But when she reveals she has called a suicide 

hotline, or that she’s enlisted in AA meetings for her drinking, I worry how she is holding up, 

and how we can hold each other up. I catch myself. There I go, projecting, trying to clasp onto 

someone again not necessarily in the cliché filling-of-the-void, so much as in a releasing of this 

constant ticking talk box in my brain. I’m still trying to find the boundary, the balance between 

clinging and caring.   

     I read another article about the horses. “Look, we view horse racing now through a 

muddy window. Protestors are circling with legitimate concerns over safety,” writes Chris 

Erskine in the LA Times. He glosses over the internment camp, only mentioning its origins in 

Hollywood with Bing Crosby in 1937.  He wonders if Del Mar can be the canary in the 

coalmine, since it had the nation’s lowest death rate last year – 0.70 per 1,000 starts. But a freak 

training accident killed two foals on July 18th, just a few days after my birthday. It’s unsettling. 

Still, he maintains, “for $6 you get a spectacle.” I wonder if that’s worth the price, and find 
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myself shaking my head that he can’t see past the Hollywood hats and the pearls, past the “velvet 

sheen of the horses,” to the danger lurking on the perilous tracks. 

 

I’m a wreck. It’s fourth of July weekend and I haven’t seen people in two days. My mom 

tells me I have a tendency to get sad around my birthday. I follow Jenna and my own advice to 

keep it moving and take my dog for a hike along the coast of Malibu but my legs feel heavy, as if 

ankle weights are pulling me into the ground. I can’t create in this state, and when I get home, I 

treat my body like I have the flu, watching episodes of Dead to Me on the couch for hours. I call 

the help hotline too only to talk to a man in Boston who speaks in a robotic Siri tone and doles 

out textbook advice. Every muscle in my mouth resists the urge to shout, “Talking to you makes 

me feel lonelier than talking to a wall!” I muster my remaining strength after to go grocery 

shopping and an Alta magazine catches my eye. There they are, the wild horses in a cover story 

“Untamed: Feral horse populations are out of control, threatening the livelihoods of cattle 

ranchers. Things could get ugly.” A small image of Charles Manson is in the upper right corner 

like a stamp, which I take as a sign. The log-line is “What if all this time we were just tricking 

ourselves, thinking the danger was out there in the dark and we were safe inside. What if the 

predator has been in the cave with us from the beginning? What if he is inside us?” 

I look at my hands and quickly toss the magazine in the cart. I read about a 56 year-old 

cowboy Jess Dancer, who discusses how the wild mustangs of the Devil’s Garden herd have 

sought haven in Emigrant Fields, the name of the grazing lands to which federal agencies have 

restricted access. The horses, once a symbol of the American frontier, are now a sustainability 

problem because their grazing and hooves kill the soil. While a mountain lion can take down a 

foal, “not much on a ranch can kill a fully grown horse. That’s thanks in part to their towering 
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height, their long legs, and the fact that they can work in teams to drive potential predators 

away,” journalist Jason Goldman noted. Births now outnumber deaths of the Devil’s Garden 

herd, named for the lava rock-studded plateau on which they lives within the Modoc National 

Forest. Farmer Dancer, who had to sell the majority of his cattle because the land and laws could 

not accommodate his livestock, said he does not advocate violence but worries that “somebody is 

going to pull the plug one day and it’s not going to be fun.”  Horses are not pests, how is 

shooting them, which ranchers have begun to threaten, an ethical option? I gasp at the violent 

image of a pistol shooting a horse between the eyes. Apparently, there’s a “three strikes” rule 

which allows anyone three attempts to catch and domesticate a wild horse. I want to prevent 

them from farmer slaughter or from federal agencies who can sell them off to any bidder, 

including dog food processing plants. But the idea of adopting a wild horse feels ironic; wild 

things can’t be captive.   

 

Five months before, I am driving across the Mexico border alone in the dark to celebrate 

New Year’s with twenty people I don’t know. This spontaneity—meeting a stranger at a friend’s 

party the night before, driving to a foreign country the next day—is not what I’d expect from the 

woman who called 911. As a musician, I crave connection but also am easily overwhelmed in 

large hoards of people, what my ex and I used to call “parades,” a sarcasm intended to connote a 

pack of unorganized wanderers. I like being on my own time, and it makes me anxious not 

knowing where I will sleep or if I will be fed, or if there will be enough privacy to take a shit. 

The latter is usually the biggest cause for concern, as traveling, particularly somewhere foreign 

outside of my familiar routine, is a setup for constipation.  
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I am alone because I needed to arrange my dogs’ caretaker so missed the caravan leaving 

at 9 AM. The bassist for a band I write with is supposed to tag along, but I had already pumped 

myself up that it was the new year and I need to take more risks, shake my former self and what 

she thought she liked. What’s the worst that could happen? I think to myself on a run that 

morning along the polluted Los Angeles river, reflecting on the loss of my relationship of eight 

years. But now behind the wheel crossing through Tijuana, my brain is bombarded with the 

reality of my decision. The extremity of poverty – beaten buildings with worn-out and unlit 

signs, homeless roaming the streets, pharmacies and low-cost dentists stretch as far as the eye 

can see. I check myself that fear mongering is also created by the media, but still I cannot stop to 

pee. I have been trained that exiting my car on a night highway is a risk for a woman alone.  

An LA Times article advises, “For women traveling alone, preparation is key to safety.” 

While men are more frequently murdered than women statistically, the publication tells women 

to practice precautionary measures, listing out instructions in bullet points: wait for someone else 

to press the elevator button first, if they “go low, you go high” as Michelle Obama would say. 

They recommend also to check for hidden cameras in your room, and to scope out crime 

mapping and police reports for your hotel—which is safer over potential bed and breakfast 

owner kidnappers. The word SAFE is written several times.  

I fucked up. One wrong turn in Mexico, and panic sets in as there is no traditional 

signage leading back to a major highway. I am spinning the wheel as if I’m one of the Three 

Stooges, as I go from truck port to truck port along a deserted road, screeching as my car plunks 

into several potholes because I remember I can’t change a tire. “FUCK!” I yell. Why haven’t I 

learned to change a tire? Why didn’t I anticipate getting lost? I roll down my window to speak to 

an older Mexican man, and he points back to the main road. I feel embarrassed for myself in my 
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hysteria. I hope he knows I’m not an idiot gringa who is scared of him, just an idiot gringa who 

is scared of traveling along an unpaved road alone forever.  

 In the darkness, I cannot see the serene ocean of Ensenada. Only a single lane road and 

white lines blurring together. I call Jenna immediately, breathing a sigh of relief she picks up.  

 “I’ve made a mistake, I almost got lost,” I cry. “And I have to pee. I have to pee so 

fucking bad. I shouldn’t have done this.” 

 “No, you need to do this! It’s good to get out of your comfort zone, I’m so proud of you. 

I will talk to you as long as you want. Don’t worry, just stay on the phone.” 

 “Thank you, I love you so much.” I sigh.  

“I love you babe,” Jenna replies. “You got this!”  

“I know, I just wish I wasn’t alone. What if I don’t like the people?” I ask.  

 “You have a car, see that’s the beauty of this, you can turn around, you have control.”  

 “You’re right,” I realize. “God, I should have worn a diaper, dead serious.” 

 “And show up to meet twenty new people with a full diaper of pee?” Jenna and I erupt in 

cackling laughter, “Stop … stop … stop … I can’t … laughing makes it worse!” 

 

I laugh a lot now with my female friends about our aging 30s bodies, the “5 o’clock 

shadow” and mustache hair no one tells you about, our travails in the world of straight and queer 

dating and creating art. But I worry about doing too much risk-taking in solitude; who can catch 

me now if I teeter too far on the edge? Mexico was a lucky roll of the dice. I rang in the New 

Year with a collective of twenty strangers, mostly artists and writers who were friends in college, 

and who warmly acclimated me into the group as one of their own. I liked being a free-floating 

butterfly with no social ties; I could walk along the coast with a couple then retreat into my room 
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to read, and dance drunkenly in the kitchen or act outlandishly in a game of Murder Mystery 

without a care in the world since no one knew me. I ended up sleeping with the first man since 

my ex, but the spark is rooted in the teenage excitement of sneaking off to a club house. 

Everything about him, right down to the mustache stubble on my upper lip, feels too familiar. I 

feel uncomfortable and break things off in Los Angeles. Note to self: keep it moving.  

 

Chloe, the woman I am dating, doesn’t own hiking boots, for which I severely judge her. 

What maniac goes to Yosemite National Park in flimsy tennis shoes? My ex and I were often 

over-prepared, trekking to Paragon Sports and REI to equip ourselves with the various gear and 

gadgets required for adventure activities like boots, surf wetsuits, GPS watches, and Camelback 

backpacks. There is a flood in the middle of the path leading to the trailhead, and I smirk, sure 

that Chloe wishes she has my waterproof boots now. I follow two mid-30s men over a log 

teetering in the water, and when I look up Chloe is an amphibian parkour artist, a Jesus frog 

effortlessly crossing the water to the dry pavement.  

 “I underestimated you,” I say, “I got stuck behind those two guys on the log.”  

 “See that’s your mistake: you’re still following men. Men are stupid, I don’t know what 

they’re thinking half the time, totally illogical,” she advises.  

 I remember then also she was also in the mountain rescue task force in France. And that 

her common sense was more acute than the technology of my AllTrails app that lead us to a 

camp grounds parking lot and not the trailhead.  

      

Back in LA, I sobbed into the arms of my neighbor Lena, a Dominican pop music artist. 

It’s a mixed emotion that I am able to purchase a house as a result of selling the New York 
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apartment I shared with my ex-husband. I am starting fresh, but the empty rooms act as a literal 

depiction of the vast space in my body my ex once occupied. I cry more in guilt over my 

inability to appreciate a milestone like owing a fucking house. But my circumstance feels like I 

cheated the system, and there are others more deserving. Lena, who has glowing brown skin and 

jet-black bangs with hair down to her waist, was married for six years and divorced now also. 

She lives a half mile away and was one of the first friends I met in LA, who opened her arms and 

introduced me to a circle of other creative women. Her own concerts are beautifully art directed, 

with Lena adorning herself in a lavender headdress, and choreographing Taino-inspired rituals 

alongside her purple-clad dancers to hooky Latin pop songs. Fiercely independent and blunt, she 

will often call on me and other friends to woman up. And even bought herself a BBQ grill and 

threw a party after breaking up with a recent boyfriend who was threatened by her success.  

Lena suggests I call in her mother to cleanse my house in Taino ritual. I shrugged. It 

couldn’t hurt. This is not my first experience with my friend’s mother Tea, a petite folk artist 

also with jet black bangs, and a short bob and lean biceps from drumming. In October, Tea had 

hosted an autumnal Equinox ceremony to celebrate the fall season and awaken the divine 

femininity of our female clan, including Ellie and Jenna. We wrote down what we needed to let 

go of on journal paper and threw it into the fire pit around which we danced and chanted. We cut 

a paring knife into apples and held on to the seeds in the palm of our hands, as we were 

instructed to chew the apple as slowly as possible with intention. The New York version of me 

would have gulped the fruit down, and decried this entire evening bullshit – but the gathering of 

fifteen female-identifying friends, the chanting, our clothing colors of purples, reds, greens, and 

browns which matched the feast of eggplants and squash, made me feel electrified and renewed.   
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Tea, an ethnomusicologist who briefly dated Junot Diaz before remarrying a former 

Communist intellectual author, started the ritual cleansing with a lesson. Pointing to the round 

cylinder drum painted with Taino symbols, she explained the female god hurricane symbol: “The 

eye is the silence, the pause at the center of the storm’s benevolent destruction. The swirling 

winds around her are helping to sweep away the past and breathe new life into a space.” Then 

she burned the sage. The embers coiled in a deep amber, as smoke billowed out. She wrapped 

her wrist in the twine of a percussive, rosary-like necklace. 

 “We will now go to all the corners of the house and hold up the sage as I recite prayers 

with the shaker,” Tea advised. “Think of all the things you want for this house and your life as I 

pray,” Tea instructed. 

We started at the back of the house I had not yet moved into. Wooden debris and 

discarded Jarita and Red Bull bottles lay in piles. I closed my eyes, trying to ignore the dripping 

from my cold-ridden nose, and the tight strain in my shoulder from holding my outstretched herb 

hand in the air.  I smelled the sage burning more intensely as Tea whispered to the wall’s 

corners. I only picked up words or phrases, like “love and happiness,” “build life,” and “create,” 

and “any spirits before we thank you for being here but you now must leave.”  

 I forgot how many corners are in a house. She lit the sage again, and I worried what the 

etiquette was, if I would come off as intense if I warned of the smoke detectors. I recalled then 

Lena saying Tea passed down her love of music, anthropology, and adventure, but sometimes 

she wished her free-spirited mother had leashed Lena or herself a little more. That sometimes 

boundaries prevent disaster and offer protection.  

 The alarm screamed. Then several all at once. A chorus of beeps and sirens, along with 

my ADT security female automated voice repeatedly calling “FIRE!” We grabbed the two 
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ladders left by the construction workers to unscrew the batteries, and I called ADT who 

instructed shutting off the voice, but it was too late. In the five minutes of the smoke detector 

serenade, not one, but two gigantic fire trucks had been dispatched to my new house.  

 “Sorry, we called ADT but it seems we were a minute too late,” I said, waving the 

pungent burnt leaf scent of sage through the door.  

 “What was going on here?” the lead fire fighter in full uniform probed. 

 “We were doing a housewarming ceremony to bless the house. It’s sage,” I looked down 

at his boots. I was now one of those California hippie girls.  

 “It was incense!” an older man with a gray beard and mustache bellowed to the crew 

outside. He hadn’t bothered wearing the uniform jacket and hat, only the pants with a black t-

shirt under suspenders. “Yeah, incense,” he repeated, in spite of my and Tea’s attempts to correct 

him. We wanted to communicate that what we were burning was natural.   

 “But it smells like burning wood,” another guy said. 

 “Yes, that’s because sage is from a tree, incense is manmade,” Tea said, emphasizing 

“man” forcefully, as he pointed to the floor heater and cautioned that I should move it.   

 “Are you Latina?” The lead firefighter in full suit walked back, scanning Tea.  

 “Jess,” Tea nodded, for “yes.”  

 “Oh my parents do this shit. Cleansing the new house,” he motioned his arms in the air to 

the bearded man and other guy who cautioned about the floor heater. Tea and I glanced at each 

other. At least he got it. 

 

 “So do we still have to use the sage or are we okay to continue without?” I asked Tea 

nervously, hoping no, as I opened all the windows to air the house out.  
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 “We burned enough sage for the entire block,” Tea joked, letting out a guttural laugh, as 

the setting winter light turned from orange to a dark black purple. We continued on through the 

rest of the house with Tea chanting with the shaker only, as I loomed beside her. It was now only 

5:30 but the house was black, as the kitchen workers had shut off the electric lines in the gut 

remodel. Tea kneeled, the chalky white dust floor dust now powdered on her black tights and 

dress. She didn’t care to get dirty, and set down her drum, as I shone my iPhone light on her 

padded turkey baster-like sticks. She yelled into the outlets for all the bad energy to get out from 

the previous owner: a morbidly obese weed grower. She sang in a language I did not recognize, 

with many chromatic turns and mellismas, before slowing to a ritardando and sat in silence. We 

walked around the house to my front porch and opened the door. I don’t remember what she 

said, maybe that whatever spirits were there before had left, and whatever entered now would be 

good energy. I can’t remember if she said I would be protected. I looked up at the night sky, and 

the house did feel more like mine. Maybe Tea had left me now to my own devices.  

 

 I turn in bed at night alone, thinking of being dead in the water behind the Yosemite men. 

 “Why are you following them?” Chloe asks with an upturned nose. 

“I guess I failed my feminist studies. I’m still learning to lead,” I reply.   

 “It’s okay, you can follow me too,” she says, and grabs my hand.   
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Space Mountain 

 It is the summer of 2018 and I am going to Disneyland with Lavisha and her manager, 

Cara. I have spent the past two years songwriting with Lavisha in New York and we both moved 

to Los Angeles in February for similar reasons: to pursue music and get a fresh start.   

Lavisha, who has never been on time for a music session(“tranny time!” is what she calls 

it_ is today impeccably punctual. 

Her eyes light up. “We going to Disneyland, y’all!”  

It is close to ninety degrees and humid, and she has squeezed her ample bottom into 

Daisy Duke jean shorts, with her breasts spilling out of a spaghetti strap black tank top. The 

attire is barely appropriate for the heat, let alone a children’s theme park. Not that Lavisha’s 

daily outfits are concerned with fitting any standard; she usually wears a brightly colored dress 

clinging to her curves, or booty-popping jeans with a V-neck tee.  

We are going to Disneyland to celebrate the release of Lavisha’s album and the single we 

wrote together off her first major record label deal. Disneyland, gender reassignment surgery, 

and a professional music career are things she never would have thought possible growing up in 

Flint, Michigan. She was kicked out of her house as a young boy for liking other boys and 

feeling she was in the wrong body. She had to fend for herself, and ended up in prison for ten 

years for a petty crime. It’s no wonder she does not care for uniforms or wear what her 

management team tells her to. Upon her prison release, Lavisha started performing the songs she 

wrote in prison in the LGBT community in New York, and the videos caught the eye of a hit pop 

music songwriter who took her under his wing to develop her talent. We had been connected 

through this writer, and Lavisha’s voice, girthy like Gladys Knight but with a depth and yearning 

all her own, hit me straight in the chest.  
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“Ugggggh, it’s so hot!” wails Cara, the manager, whose almond-shape eyes, pouty lips, 

and waist-length light brown hair remind me of recording artist Lana Del Ray,that classic ‘50s 

beauty.  

“You look so goth!” I exclaim, pointing to her 5’10” slender gazelle frame in a black tee 

and matching black leggings.  

“Today is also a funeral, ladies. Abby, I already told Lavisha this, but l wanted to wait to 

tell you in person: I am leaving the management company.” 

Since I’ve known her, Cara has privately questioned to me whether she is fit to be a 

manager. She worked at a record label previously, assumed artist management would be a cinch, 

some emailing and mostly partying, aka Hollywood networking, but her skills and salary are not 

adequate enough to handle a development client, let alone Lavisha, whose needs are 24/7 and 

often extend outside of traditional music management.    

“Yeah she’s leaving us, AAABSs!” Lavisha says in her loving abbreviation of my name. 

“You know it already, Abby, it was crushing my soul, and I wasn’t being paid enough. 

But really, I’m just not cut out for management. It’s not my passion and I’m so happy to have 

worked with Lavisha but it isn’t for me,” her voice naturally deep but darker now from smoking 

pot. “You know how real I am, and everything is just so fake LA there –it was toxic. I stopped 

getting my period for a year, and the day I quit, the floodgates opened. Like I’m alive! But 

UGGGGH I’m in so much pain!” 

FUCK! It’s so hot, I can’t believe we’re doing this. It’s your day, Lavisha!” 

“No it’s OUR day!” Lavisha corrects, “I’m happy you’re going after what you want, 

you’re no service to yourself or to me if you aren’t doing what you want to be doing. Don’t you 

worry about you and me, you know I’ll still be calling you in the middle of the night,” Lavisha 
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laughs, and Cara rolls her eyes back in her head mouthing God no … “No but for real, we’ll be 

friends forever.”       

We all hop into Cara’s jeep as Lavisha passes around a vaporizer pen.  

An hour and a half later, we arrive at Disneyland in Anaheim, the valley of California 

which feels about ten degrees hotter.  Our sweaty bodies squish onto a trolley on the way to the 

ticket booth. I’m surprised to learn the tickets are close to $160 each, but I suck it up. The last 

time I was at a Disney park was Disneyworld when I was ten with my parents. I had no idea this 

amusement park was so expensive but whatever, I think, we’re celebrating. Lavisha rattles off all 

the rides she wants to conquer, as Cara holds on to her stomach and rolls her eyes. When we 

walk up to the booth, I whip out my iPhone to capture Lavisha’s outfit and she perks up, flashing 

her signature mischievous smile. Always ready to perform. I point to her Daisy Dukes and she 

starts to go off on societal constructs and feminism. Before she moved to Los Angeles from New 

York, she used to work at a nonprofit organization that protected rape victims and sex workers.  

 “Wait, feminism is what? Can you describe the history of feminism?” I hit record. 

 “The history of feminism … ” She smirks, and places one hand on her popped-out hip, 

the other one pointing in the air, as if she is a sexy teacher about to begin a lesson or lead a 

protest. She speaks publicly often these days in Los Angeles for the LGBT+ community, 

carrying a bullhorn and marching for trans and black lives. “It took one woman to get on top of a 

horse butt naked and to shake things up. Now we got rights everywhere around the world.”   

My hands shake the camera as we roar into laughter. It’s this kind of absurd and 

unexpected image of a naked woman on a horse, as if Susan B. Anthony herself was a wild child 

hippie and not cloaked in a petticoat and bloomers, that makes Lavisha the writer and singer she 
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is. I can rarely guess what is going to come out of her mouth, but I always know it will make me 

happy.   

We enter the park and ask twin sisters in their fifties wearing matching blue Disney hats 

and shirts to snap a photo of the three of us in front of the castle. The park still feels as 

ginormous as it did when I was a four-foot high young girl, with various curated worlds to get 

lost within. We are starving and decide to stop in New Orleans Square, replete with restaurants 

teeming with gumbo, a hot soup no one wants on this sweltering day. After finding some 

sandwiches, we continue on through Adventureland and Frontierland, western worlds that 

Lavisha enjoys but is less amped for than the traditional castle princess ones. Still, she picks at 

her pink cotton candy and repeats every few minutes, “We’re in Disneyland, y’all! Look at 

thiiiees!” speaking in a faux regal voice, waving her hand in the air at nothing in particular, as if 

fairy dust itself is flying from her fingers.  

“I don’t know how much longer I have in me to be honest,” Cara turns to me, as I nod in 

agreement. My dress is sticking to my body, and my forehead feels like a piece of overdone 

seared red meat.  

Lavisha stops in her tracks. “Come on you two, don’t poop out on me now! We have a 

day pass! I’ve been waiting my whole life for this, and personally I plan to stay until the park 

closes. I mean, what if this was your LAST DAY ON EARTH?” Her voice booms and echoes 

like she’s performing a voiceover trailer for an apocalyptic movie.  

“If this was my last day on earth, I would definitely not want to spend it here,” Cara quips 

dryly, pointing at a giant Pooh bear surrounded by screaming children. And I chime in that I 

must agree, wondering also if the man inside the bear suit is still conscious and breathing in this 

heat. “But you are welcome to Uber back and stay as long as you want,” Cara offers.  
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No matter, Lavisha will continue to say “But what if it’s the last day on earth?!” with 

fervor, as if through repetition she can convince Cara and me of her worldview. Lavisha is 

probably in her mid-40s, but today she is the little kid in Flint, who closes her eyes at night and 

dreams that when she wakes she will be in another body, the right body. That all her mother’s 

problems with her child’s sexuality and with money could be solved if only Lavisha had the 

power to create her own world.  

I think back to fall in New York, a month before my ex moved out of our Union Square 

apartment, when Lavisha had her gender reassignment surgery at a hospital a mere block from 

where we lived. All the trees were bare, but one tree in Stuyvesant Park bloomed with royal 

purple flowers, Lavisha’s favorite color. I liked sitting at her bedside, and she soaked up having 

visitors at the hospital, a built-in audience to hear her new song melody ideas and lyrics. The 

doctor kept telling her not to use up too much energy, and I remember flinching seeing the blood 

running through an IV running from her strong but lean calf muscle. “It’s just blood, girl, I’m 

alive more now than ever,” Lavisha must have caught my dodgy eye. Rather than going back to 

her Harlem apartment, she stayed on the next week at a transitioned friend’s apartment four 

blocks down the street from me; the proximity felt like we were college roommates, and I 

remember my ex recording a comically chic slow-motion video of us walking my dogs on 14th 

and 3rd avenue, both of us wearing black shades and strutting with a dog leash in one hand, 

Lavisha in an American Flag sweater. She was the new Americana, all right.  

 

“Maybe we should get some hats,” Lavisha suggests, linking her arm in mine and 

touching my forehead with the back of her palm in maternal knowing. Lavisha was married at 

one point to an abusive man in New York, but rarely talks about her domestic life with him or 
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her stepchild. I can only imagine she would be a great mom, as she can pick up on when I’m sad, 

and she also is an amazing cook. We spent Christmas together but I’ve never tried her cooking; 

I’ve only seen photos of her Southern casseroles, and we both often order the same sweet and 

spicy dishes at restaurants.   

“That’s not a bad idea,” I reply, and we pop into a bamboo-lined hut where I grab the 

most practical, featureless, mature item I can find: a clean white hat to deflect the heat, albeit 

with a Mickey Disney logo at the center for $38.  

Lavisha has wandered for the classic mouse ear headbands, selecting one with diamond-

like rhinestone glittery ears and a white faux satin bow at its center. I’m not surprised she has 

chosen the most stereotypically girly princess ears.  

“She’s girlier than me,” notes Cara. 

“I’m marrying myself y’all! Today is my day!” Lavisha walks to the purchase counter. 

“What’s the occasion?” A late sixties woman with thin white hair and spectacles behind 

the counter scans Lavisha. 

“I’m an artist and my record came out! You can see me in Billboard today, too!” She 

begins to list off her social media, she’s always been a good hype woman, and also discloses 

“It’s a funeral too!” as her manager Cara is leaving today as well.  

“So you’re a singer?” The woman asks. It is just us in the store, which is more like a 

small hut reminiscent of a Sukkah.  

Just want my piece of the …. Lavisha begins a private concert a cappella, staring into the 

woman’s eyes. I start to record but shut off my phone as I see a tear form at the sides of the 

lady’s eyes, and at my own too.  
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“You know, I grew up here in Anaheim. I used to go to this park as a kid, and I’ve 

worked here now for twenty-five years. I have never heard a voice so beautiful. Did you write 

that?” 

“Yes, we wrote it together,” Lavisha smiles and points at me. I am looking at the two of 

them, the older woman now walking from behind the counter to deliver the princess ears and a 

hug. These two lives which could not be more different embracing in this hut. 

“Disneyland, y’all!” I exclaim, and Lavisha blows me a kiss.  

 

 We go next to the haunted house, and I’m surprised in this ride and others how much 

death centers as a theme. Children in the States are trained to be fearful of ghosts and ghouls 

popping out at every corner. I think to Spanish cultures, in which the dead are celebrated, and 

Dia de Los Muertos in with altars lit with dozens of candles glowing on party skeleton heads. So 

much of my journey in the past year has been about ends and beginnings. Leaving my husband 

and partner of eight years to explore dating women and pursuing my career in Los Angeles. But 

the loss of my former life, and the questions of what my existence is for still terrify me. I wonder 

if Lavisha is scared of death, or if her encounters in and outside of prison have primed her 

enough, that the worst has already happened.  We contemplate It’s a Small World but the line has 

stretched several blocks in whatever town this is on the map, and my patience is wearing thin, 

too.  

“Space Mountain! Space Mountain!” Lavisha implores Cara.  

“Fine, fine, yes I know that’s the highlight” Cara says, “You’ve made that quite obvious, 

my queen.” Our legs feel heavy in the hot air, as if we are walking through thick mud. We shift 

in the line and wipe the beads of sweat off our faces. The hat has only made me hotter, keeping 
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in the heat. I look at Lavisha, who has now acquired a fan that she bats at herself with the grace 

only a Southern gal like her could have.  

“We need to get you some lemonade and a porch to sit on,” I joke. 

“Oh, you know me too well, honey!” She says as we shuffle toward the ride car, “That’s 

gonna be me someday for sure.”  

When the ride sets off, fear sets in. The haunted house ride adventure previous to this had 

ghost holograms popping out, but the car itself remained steady. Now I feel like I did riding one 

of the oldest roller coasters at Coney Island in New York. The car rocking on the rails, the 

wheels precariously bouncing on the spokes as we whipped and turned in jagged motions. The 

ride is intended to simulate space, but I feel nauseous or like I’m about to have a seizure from the 

influx of flashing orbs and lights. The simulated solar system and my central nervous system are 

fighting to align, my body thrashing against Lavisha’s pillowy breasts at every turn and dip.  

On one of the final slopes, the car feels like it has jumped off the tracks, and so too my 

frame feels like it is rising out from the measly seatbelt meant to contain me within this joke of a 

vehicle. I feel like I am on an airplane in turbulence, and I close my eyes. I scan my body, my 

fingers, my toes, my limbs, my bones. I am made of flesh and skeleton, I am no match for the 

potential collision to come, and I cannot see the bottom. It scares me not seeing the bottom, not 

being contained, not knowing the end of things. But why am I closing my eyes? How is this 

helping? I ask myself. If I have no control and my skeleton is going to be crushed, why would I 

close my eyes and delve into the even deeper darkness within myself?  

Lavisha shrieks in glee and I open my eyes. We are still suspended in air, and her face is 

stretched out to a maniacal smile. I cannot see Cara but hear a nasal cry “I’m gonna puuuuke 

….” I can only assume she is buckled over in menstrual pain with her eyes closed. I recall my 
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own experience getting high on an edible pot Rice Krispies treat a few years before leaving my 

ex. I kept asking my Los Angeles friend where my ex was and he would repeat “New York” and 

I did not understand what that meant, why he was not in Los Angeles with me where I was 

staying to work on another pop artist’s album. I began to question if I was alive at all without 

him, but when I went to the bathroom to suck in air I realized I had my period. The only logic I 

needed not to cut myself as a test was that if I was bleeding, I must already be alive. I could be 

alive without him was a simple yet profound thought that had never occurred to me before then.  

I used to refer to this incident as a premonition, but really my stoned philosophizing was a 

calling from the depths of my subconscious, voicing my unspoken desire to jump into the 

darkness and create a new life for myself apart from him in Los Angeles.  

The lights are now a constellation and I see the stars flicker off Lavisha’s dilated pupils 

like a movie projector. I recall my ex, a patent lawyer for pharmaceuticals who spent his life 

arguing over chemical compounds but rarely thought of his own molecules and atoms. He 

worked himself to the ground, spinning on a wheel without questioning the bigger picture of why 

or how he wanted to spend his life.  

I am so glad I opened my eyes, I think. I am still afraid, but the tight feeling in my chest 

starts to dissipate tension, my body telling me to allow myself to float. It’s scarier with my eyes 

closed anyway.  In darkness, there is no context, no ability to see the bottom. That’s why it must 

be so scary to be woken in a daze from a dream or drift back into consciousness on massage 

table; it’s the moment of fear of forgetting where you are or who you are. In darkness, the rooms 

have no walls. 

I realize then that for Lavisha, there has never been a structure, a stability that has 

grounded her. To die at Disneyland in the gender reassigned body her molecules have finally 
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slipped into, with her song on the radio … well, that would be heaven. And then I think to myself 

that maybe this is the life I have entered into as an artist: I am a skydiver willfully suspending 

myself in the open air, diving deep into darkness, and fighting the natural urge to shut my eyes. 

My calling as an artist is to keep my eyes open and engage with the unknown, to create my own 

light.  
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The End of Things 

“I like not knowing the end of things.”  This is the reason Chloe gives for admiring the 

landscape of America, as my boxy Toyota Prius swerves around the vast pastures bordering the 

windy King’s Canyon Road of Sequoia National Park. “From my town Gérardmer in the 

mountains you can see everything: the lake, the perimeters. It’s like that everywhere in France 

and Europe. But here you never know the boundary—it keeps going on forever, you can’t see it.”  

 It used to scare me not knowing the end of things. I needed to anticipate the goal, the 

loss, the death. I’m still trying to understand time too, where it begins and ends, and how to use it 

wisely. Is it is to plan meticulously and make the most of it? Or is my purpose to sit still like 

these fields we pass that roll on in serene waves? Chloe sends me a French translation of The 

Lake, or “Lamartine,” a French poem by Alphonse de Lamartine:  

 Pause in your trek O Time! Pause in your flight,  
 Favorable hours, and stay! 
 Let us enjoy the transient delight 
 That fills our fairest day  
 … I tell this night: “Be slower!” and the dawn   
 Undoes the raveled night. 
 Let’s love, then! Love, and feel while we  
 Can  
 The moment on its run 
 There is no shore of Time, no port of Man.  
 It flows, and we go on.  
 
Like de Lamartine, Chloe is from a lake and says the most valuable thing we can give to each 

other in love is time. But that too feels futile. Time and space are never-ending, but our lives are 

not. And while we are alive, we are also changing constantly, all the while with time moving at a 

mysterious pace in a sphere we will never understand. What is the point of attempting to hold 

onto something we have failed for centuries to contain with clocks and daylight savings?  And 

what does the line mean “we go on” – how does Lamartine know where our energy goes in 
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death, if it stops or if it is forever in motion, flowing parallel to or becoming a part of this 

suspended space time continuum?   

 Chloe is the Chef de Pole Arte de Vivre at Business France which translates in English 

only to the bland phrase “Head of Lifestyle.” The French believe how you spend your time on 

earth is itself an art, and additionally for Chloe it is the act of releasing herself to the unknown 

elements. Floating in time and space, and not worrying about the clock running out. A self-

described dreamer and wanderer, she points to my “Triumph of Realism” art poster and laughs, 

“That’s you all right.” But I wonder if we can meet in the middle, somewhere between fantasy 

and reality, between logic and whatever is its opposite. If my American ambition will loosen and 

allow me to achieve as an artist but also relax.  

 I’m not so sure. And again, we argue about her definition of time as I wake at 6 AM to 

run and organize my day, and she takes leisurely meals and smoke breaks and snoozes the alarm. 

I think how my ex-husband said to our couples’ therapist my definition of love was wrong for 

wanting to have his companionship, to not wait for him to get home at 3 AM. Love and time, I 

didn’t realize until now how intertwined the two were. And what it means to move too slow or 

too fast. Soaking up a single moment or maximizing all of them. I guess I am still not seeing the 

point; I am trying to prepare for the end of things, as if there is one definitive end, and not many 

boundless moments of energy continuing to morph and flow in ways I cannot comprehend.   

 

I devour a spread in LA Times magazine shortly following our Yosemite trip, featuring 

page-length photos of the 300-foot deep, 8-mile-long glaciers with evergreens dotted on sloped 

walls, carved out of granite by long-vanished glaciers from dozens of ice ages.  The first photo is 

captioned: “For the past 148 years, Yosemite’s Lyell Glacier has taught us about the Earth – how 
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it was created, where it was going, and now, how it might end.” We didn’t see this coming is the 

theme of the piece, as author Daniel Duane follows geologist Greg Stock “stepp[ing] onto an ice 

field riddled with sun cups, bathtub-sized depressions that forced him to walk along blade-thin 

ridges between them. Standing at the edge of the dark path, Stock got a terrible feeling.”  

I feel relieved Chloe and I did not set foot on this mile hike along the Tuolumne River in 

the High Sierra—we almost did but turned around because I told her the sun was starting to set. 

Maybe we both sensed doom, the dark patches amidst the beautiful white shawl. I read on that 

early geologist John Muir believed the glaciers were “evidence in our collective awakening to 

the soothing eternities of time,” and that the 19th century is said to have discovered “deep time.” 

Our minds struggle to imagine the concept, but the journalist informs that changes to the carbon 

cycle have happened at least five times in past five hundred million years from various climate 

changes such as the Industrial Revolution. There’s a quote out of Marcia Bjornerud’s 

Timefulness: How Thinking Like a Geologist Can Help Save the World that she likes thinking of 

glaciers as “meltwater in a stream on the surface of one glacier ebbs and flowed like a heartbeat 

… the absorb snow in upper most reaches digest into ice, move ice downhill through their glacial 

bodies and release back into the world as liquid melt.”  For geologists, the universe is beautiful, 

fragile, and fleeting; the takeaway of deep time is that Earth changes unimaginably slowly, then 

catastrophically, but eventually life begins anew.  

I can remind myself we’re all star dust, but it doesn’t provide much relief. Even at the 

end of the article, geologist Stock is considering going to work in the Grand Canyon, in the 

realm of “no change, no life, no death.” I wonder too if I’m avoiding something by living in the 

desert of Los Angeles with a predictable sunny climate and only a rare chance of rain. Until now      

I never felt the seismic tremors, only saw them in the single hairline fracture in the kitchen tile of 
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my new house. Naturally, I immediately bolted the foundation. But a recent earthquake 

reverberated at a record 6.4 magnitude that caused my hanging lights and pictures to swing and 

shake in the shadows. I’ll need to secure my art and call the gas company to make the burners 

shut off automatically too.  

“It’s fine,” my friend Lena said of the earthquake. “No really, it’s fine,” she repeated 

resolutely even though I had said nothing. Meanwhile, my other friend Ellie anxiously hid out in 

her house before flying back to Nashville for a few days. The LA Times runs several articles on 

“preparing for the Big One;” the second quake is seen as a sign, the jolts pushing everyone to 

make a plan to prepare for a catastrophic quake. Bulleted survival lists advise keeping shoe     

laces tied around bed post and car gas tank always at three-quarters full. US Geo Survey 

geophysicist Kate Scharer is quoted as saying “If a couple had the misfortune of holding hands 

across the fault in a remote part of the desert near Desert Hot Springs when the Big One hits, 

they’d suddenly be separated as much as thirty feet, the length of a city bus.”       

It’s all so extreme and sci fi; I imagine Chloe standing at one side of the desert and 

watching the ground crack in a zig zag pattern as we shoot away from each other.  We can get 

out of the desert, but even the sea walls are eroding and the wild fires this year were also larger 

than ever. And I can’t help noticing on the same pages of the quakes, are articles on deriving 

protein from peas. How much longer can humanity sustain itself here? I read about Elon Musk’s 

SpaceX and smile at the line “it’s no mystery that in order to reach the moon, you first have to 

escape the earth.”   

Back in Los Angeles from Yosemite, Chloe clutches her stomach. A typical 

Frenchwoman, she can kick back cheese and dairy-based products like a pro, but now she isn’t 

feeling too hot.  
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“Do you want a Tums or a Gas-X?” 

“What’s that?” 

“You’re so far from Jewish, I pop this cocktail daily,” I say and toss her the antacid as we 

head to dinner with my advertising music colleague. We discuss the plastic surgery trends in Los 

Angeles and teeth whitening, which Chloe says is alien to French people whose teeth brown 

from cigarettes, coffee, and wine. “Ah, I would never do Botox, but man I’m getting so old,” I 

sigh. My work partner compliments my glowing skin, acquired by my mom’s genes and the 

blood circulating from exercise, but I scrunch my face. I want them to see the cracks. 

 

“I feel sad now, like this might be the end of us—it has to end at some point.” I tell Chloe 

her last night in California, following an explosive argument on our living speeds wherein she 

says I “rush through life” and I accuse her of moving at a glacial pace. 

 “We don’t know that,” Chloe replies coyly, and I kiss her while I still can, softly biting 

the skin of her pelvis and holding her a moment between my teeth.     

 

 

 
 
 
 


